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Editor’s Comment
On 6th September, a fire broke out on the 23rd floor of

the Bank of Lisbon building in Johannesburg. Three
firefighters died. The media was abuzz after the tragedy
with the news that the building was only 21% compliant
with occupational health and safety standards, heightening
the awareness of the importance of applying safety
regulations in buildings, and bringing to light the fact that
both employers and employees need to enforce safety in
their working environment. DoL inspectors condemned
the Lisbon Bank building citing various health and safety
infractions. Although denied by the fire department, the
question has also arisen whether the fire fighters were
provided with the correct PPE and were adequately trained.

Raynard Looch in his article “Prohibition notices must be
rational and proportionate to the threat to safety” discusses the
problems associated with Prohibition Notices which allow
DoL inspectors to make decisions based on their subjective
opinions. This can result in unnecessary safety stoppages
and therefore production downtime. 

Leighton Bennett in this article “Fire ... blame game”
explains the legal responsibilities and accountabilities of the
role players involved in the event of a building fire.

On 18th September, the Constitutional Court of South
Africa decriminalised cannabis (marijuana) for private use,
stating that the ban was in contradiction to the country’s
constitution which gives citizens the right to privacy.
However, this ruling is raising concerns around regulation
and control that need to be addressed to ensure that the
safety of users, and non-users is not compromised -
especially when it comes to road safety, or safety in the
workplace. Rhys Evans, discusses the problems associated
with this development in his article. 

September 28th celebrated Mesothelioma awareness day
- a rare cancer caused by asbestos exposure. Even though
the dangers of asbestos have been known for decades,
asbestos is still found in building sites and home products.
With the result, asbestos related diseases have not been
eradicated. Richard Whittaker laments how asbestos can be
a problem in neighbourhoods when houses containing
asbestos structures are demolished.

We welcome back “The Science behind Safety” - a Q&A
SAPEMA initiative that was started by Rob Ellis, and is
now being resurrected by his son-in-law Ray Strydom.

OSHAFRICA 2019 CONFERENCE
The OSHAfrica 2019 Conference and Exhibition

website has now gone live - visit www.oshafrica2019.com
to register as a delegate, submit an abstract, book exhibition
space, take advantage of sponsorship opportunities, or apply
for a scholarship.  

Not only will this be a historic event by bringing OSH
Professionals together from all of Africa under one roof,
but the standard of presentations will be unparalleled in
South Africa, with presenters being invited from South
Africa, Africa and beyond. 
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The Constitutional Court announced
on 18th September that dagga is
legal in South Africa for private use.

However,  there are still a number of
concerns and questions around regulation
and control that need to be addressed to
ensure the safety of both users and non-
users – particularly when it comes to road
safety.

MARIJUANA DOES LEAD TO
INTOXICATION

As with alcohol consumption, the use
of marijuana leads to intoxication.
However, unlike alcohol, testing for
marijuana intoxication is a lot more
complex than simply doing a breathalyser
test. 

Laws and limits exist for driving under
the influence of alcohol but, as
Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) - the
principal psychoactive constituent of
marijuana – remains in a user’s system for
far longer than alcohol does, it is more
tricky to establish limits and laws around
marijuana use.

Because marijuana use has been fairly
common, despite the legality of such, it’s
highly likely that there have been workers
under the influence of THC (Marijuana)
whilst driving a vehicle up until now,
although there are no real statistics to
confirm this.

ROAD TRAFFIC ACT
According to Section 65 of the National

Road Traffic Act, “No person may drive a
vehicle or occupy the driver’s seat of a motor
vehicle of which the engine is running on a
public road while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drug having narcotic
effect.” 

Rhys Evans, 
Director ALCO-Safe 

In theory, any person caught with even
traces of marijuana in their system whilst
driving can currently be arrested and/or
prosecuted. But because it can remain in a
person’s bloodstream for hours or even
days days after use, a person who tests
positive for marijuana isn’t necessarily
intoxicated. 

At present, no limit has been
established to determine how much
THC needs to be present in the
bloodstream for a person to be considered
intoxicated. 

The chance of a driver being tested for
drugs in a road block are minimal due to a
lack of testing equipment available to
officers and the fact that there are grey
areas that need to be clarified and
legislated. As a result, drivers that indulge
in substances such as marijuana are less
concerned about being caught in a road
block than if they had consumed alcohol.

TESTING FOR THC
Currently, THC can be detected in

blood tests, urine tests and saliva tests.
Saliva testing would be the most likely
used to test for roadside marijuana
intoxication, but test limits need to be set
up in order to establish more than just the
presence of THC. 

The process is also a lengthy one, with
results only typically showing within
three to five minutes.

Saliva tests comprise a disposable
cartridge containing a cotton swab or
collection pad, similar to a
large earbud. The person
being tested would need to hold
the swab in their mouth for a
minimum of twenty seconds to gather
sufficient saliva (the swab changes colour
when enough
saliva has been
accumulated). This
can be longer for those under
the influence of marijuana, as a
known side effect is dry mouth.

The swab is then inserted into the
cartridge and results appear within
three to five minutes. The
entire process takes
approximately seven minutes, which is

longer than a breathalyser test but still
very necessary to ensure the safety of road
user from intoxicated drivers.

Traffic enforcers are likely to only test
based on visual suspicion of intoxication,
as the time constraints of saliva testing
make it onerous to test all drivers at a
roadblock. It would make sense for
drivers to be tested on a random basis or
possibly only if they are suspected of
being under the influence, giving visual
cues such as erratic or inconsistent
driving.

URGENT NEED FOR REGULATIONS
Regardless of the actual procedure, it is
critical for relevant governing bodies to be
proactive in formulating regulations,
limits and testing requirements well
ahead of legalisation.

It is likely that legalisation of marijuana
will increase the number of active users
driving a vehicle while under the
influence. 

Until regulations are in place, however,
it will be extremely difficult if not
impossible to prove actual intoxication
and there will be little to stop these
drivers from taking to our roads.

It is essential that regulations are drawn
and parameters set before legalisation, to
avoid a spike in intoxication-related traffic
incidents and ensure that our roads
remain safe.

Regulations must in place before 
MARIJUANA is LEGALISED
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The importance of implementing
workplace health and safety
programmes is increasingly

acknowledged, and now there is
legislation pending that plans to take this
one step further. 

DRAFT REGULATIONS - NOT
COMPREHENSIVE ENOUGH

Draft regulations were promulgated for
comment in January 2017 around
Ergonomics regulation in the workplace.
The intention of the new Draft
Ergonomics Regulations (Occupational
Health and Safety Act) is to encourage the
implementation by South African
companies of ergonomics programmes
that manage both the physical and
cognitive ergonomic risk factors in the
workplace. However, the new draft
regulations do not detail all of the
different domains of specialisation of
ergonomics. 

According to the International
Ergonomics Association (IEA), these
include physical, cognitive and
organisational domains. However, the
draft regulations mostly address the
physical domain and include very little on
the cognitive and organisational domains.
The regulations are therefore likely to not
address the science of ergonomics in its
entirety. 

Ergonomics as applied within an office
space is only a tiny part of the discipline
overall. It promotes a holistic approach in
optimising the well-being of the
individual at work and overall systems

performance by considering physical,
cognitive, social, organisational and
environmental factors. Practising
Ergonomists therefore must have a broad
understanding of the full scope of the
discipline.

ESSA, which has been in existence
since 1984, aims to promote an awareness
of the health, safety and productivity
benefits that can be derived from the
implementation of sound ergonomics
principles. It is a federated member of the
International Ergonomics Association
(IEA). 

WHAT IS ERGONOMICS?
Ergonomics is defined as the scientific

discipline concerned with the
understanding of interactions among
humans and other elements of a system –
IEA (2018). It is the profession that
applies theory, principles, data and
methods to design in order to optimise
human well-being and overall system
performance. 

Practitioners of ergonomics -
ergonomists - contribute to the design
and evaluation of tasks, jobs, products,
environments and systems in order to
make them compatible with the needs,
capabilities and limitations of people.

Dr Hutchings advocated that South
Africa’s draft Ergonomics Regulations are
not as in-depth as the definition of
Ergonomics. She clarified, “As per the
draft regulations, the new regulations will
apply to ‘employers or self-employed
persons who carry out work at a
workplace which may expose any person
to physical or cognitive risk factors in that
work place, and a person who designs,
manufactures, erects, installs or supplies
machinery, equipment or articles for use
at work’.” 

With the definitions and scope of
application not being detailed enough, Dr
Hutchings believes that this could result
in the science of ergonomics not being
regulated to its fullest. 

Furthermore, Dr Hutchings is
concerned how the different bodies that
all have a potential interest in health and

The impact of the new ERGONOMICS REGULATIONS
on business
Presentation delivered at A-OSH 2018 

safety legislation and its impact on
business, will work together to ensure this
is achieved in the workplace.

Dr Hutchings pointed out that the draft
regulations are looking at work and tasks,
but not using the word ‘system’. She
noted, “The focus is more on the
physical, and the systems approach is
missing. Again, this is why an in-depth
knowledge of the science and profession
is paramount. 

IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDING
ERGONOMICS

Businesses need to become fairly
informed and knowledgeable about the
science and practice of ergonomics in
order to improve their overall health and
safety programmes. 

“A competent person may need to be
hired or outsourced in order to become
compliant with the legislation – but it is
not entirely clear in the regulations who
the competent person needs to be.

“If the regulations, once promulgated,
allow unqualified or even underqualified
people to undertake ergonomic
assessments, this could lead in the end to
more harm being done than good” she
explained.

Despite the regulations not covering
the science of  ergonomics in its entirety,
the Ergonomics Society is excited that the
draft legislation has been declared, but
concerned that the regulations may still
require some more thought.
Nonetheless, it is positive that
ergonomics is being recognised as part of
the OHS regulations. 

CONCLUSION
Dr Hutchings concluded, “If

businesses correctly adopt an ergonomics
programme, this could bring a multitude
of positive spin-offs, including job
creation and the advent of professional
training at universities. 

“Business can improve their overall
health and safety programme by
including ergonomics, therefore reducing
the direct and indirect costs associated
with poor health and safety practices.”

Dr Jessica Hutchings is the Human Factors and
Safety Science lead at the University of the

Witwatersrand, as well as the president of the
Ergonomics Society of South Africa (ESSA). 
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We are pleased to announce that early registration, scholarship
application and abstract submission is now open for the
OSHAFRICA 2019 Conference that will be held at Emperor’s
Palace, Johannesburg, South Africa from 18-20 September 2019.

The Conference theme is Occupational Health and Safety in
Africa: Challenges and Actions.

Become part of this milestone event, meet industry leaders
and touch base with friends and colleagues in the field.

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS and EARLY REGISTRATION
for the OSHAFRICA2019 Conference  / 18 – 20 September 2019 NOW OPEN!

You are invited to REGISTER or SUBMIT AN ABSTRACT to become part of this all important Conference via the
Conference website at: www.oshafrica2019.com 

Please take advantage of the early registration discount that is now available at R5 865 (incl. 15% VAT ).

TOPICS:
• OSH in manufacturing, mining, construction, aviation, farming, oil
and gas and healthcare workers etc
• Occupational safety and health leadership
• Improving health and safety in the informal sector
• OSH training and competency improvement
• Occupational health diseases, rehabilitation and return to work
• Occupational health assessment and fitness to work
• Mental health in workplaces
• Employee assistance programmes
• Workplace violence and assault
• Aged workforce and pre-retirement programmes
• Drug and alcohol abuse in the workplace
• Personal protective equipment
• Workplace inspection and audits
• Safety risk and control management
• Major Hazard Management
• Safety and Risk Management Systems
• Behavioural and Human Factor interventions

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND:
This historic event aims to bring together stakeholders from Africa

and beyond to discuss the existing challenges in Occupational Safety
and Health in Africa. It will be of interest to anyone who has an interest
in translating these  challenges into opportunities in the interest of the
region and the world at large.

This event will be the inaugural conference of OSHAfrica, and marks
the beginning of the international triennial conferences which will be
held rotationally across the African continent.

This event is intended to be highly interactive, providing useful and
meaningful deliberation about daily occupational safety and health
issues across individual, organisational, national and regional levels.

The conference will provide the attendees with increased knowledge
and know-how when having to make important decisions.

It will give attendees the confidence to return to their workplaces
with the hope of inspiring change in occupational safety and health
through positive actions.

This event will be the convergence of global OSH groups,
Associations, Institutes, personalities and OSH resources together in
Africa, with the hope of discussing simple workplace safety and health
issues, with the aim of improving existing professional skills and
practices within workplaces and amongst colleagues.

Attendees can look forward to an activity-packed programme with
presentations from leaders and visionaries, get an update on the latest
research and community activities, skills development programmes
and exhibition displays.

This conference will be hosted in a combination of plenary
sessions, parallel sessions, debates, skill building sessions, satellite
sessions, an exhibition and entertainment.
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Learn the BUSINESS LANGUAGE to join the team

Afew years ago, the CEO of a long
term client named Abdulla asked to
meet with me. 

Abdulla is CEO over a family of
companies, across many Gulf countries
and business lines, from airline catering,
hotel management to construction, to
manufacturing, to agriculture.

Abdulla came to my office and said, “I
keep reading in articles that safety starts at
the top. Well, I am at the top, and I have
no idea what that means, can you teach
me? What is the safety job? How do I
measure it?” he asked. 

Brilliant!
If you’ve been working in safety for any

time at all, you will know that question is
what everyone hopes for - it’s like food
for the weary safety professional’s soul.

A leader who is serious about safety,
knows that it is part of their role, and is
asking smart questions about how to
measure its success …? 

That’s a treat!
For an hour, Abdulla and I talked. I

shared with him what I call the 4-Pillars
of Safety, foundational minimums that
need to be in place. Abdulla took plenty
of notes.

I told him how to measure against
those safety programme essentials. We
framed questions that as a leader he could
ask of those in his organisation doing
“safety” work, so that he could assess if
the work of safety was on the curve,
behind the curve, or ahead of the curve.

Here are two things I know for sure
about the importance of being a business

language learner in this field:
1. Don’t assume your leaders understand

your job. Your job is to teach them at a
30,000-foot level. They don’t need the
minutia, just enough to support your
work confidently from their
perspective. And if you’ve positioned
yourself as a trusted advisor, any smart,
ethical leader will support you.

2. Share information and make requests
in a way your leadership understands,
making the right, safe decisions, easy
and obvious to reach.

IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING
Back when I worked for a newly

created brewery, I was the first safety
person in a long year history of the
company. The job was nearly
insurmountable. One thing I needed was
to off-load safety training.

I needed to implement a repeatable,
consistent method to keep up with the
annual requirements and new employee
training in new and possibly high turn-
over positions.

I didn’t have the band-width to develop
and deploy training along with my other
duties.

I found the online safety training
solution - I had taken a few courses which
I believed to be the best. Because I had no
budget, I needed to pitch the training
subscription fee to a leadership team,
made up of 20 people from all of the
different member departments and
affiliate businesses.

Somehow, I had gotten the
leadership team to agree to hold
quarterly safety
meetings when I
first started the
job, so that was
where I made my
pitch.

My manager,
who at that
time was the
Director of
Human
Resources,
warned me ahead
of time not to get my
hopes too high,
because the

leadership team rarely approved anything
at a first ask and always wanted to know
more.

I leaned into my strength as a good
storyteller. I told them a story, weaving in
as much of the appropriate business
language learning as I could to explain
where the company was regarding safety
and compliance.

Since they didn’t know what minimal
safety compliance even looked like, I laid
out the 4-Pillars of Safety from a high-
level, taking a quick dip on the pillar of
training to explain they were behind the
curve.

Then, I explained what it would take to
get on the curve - that I had found a
solution I believed in and why.

I explained the price per employee for
training instead of the annual fee, because
it was the best reflection of cost savings,
framing the expense in terms of work
groups they were connected to.

They unanimously agreed. 100% voted
in favour, and I had my training solution!
My HR Director was stunned, and to put
it frankly so was I.

What’s the lesson here? Know your
audience, speak their language, and
assume nothing, let your sincerity show
through. This will help you to achieve
your goal.

Dr. Bill Pomfret brings an unrivaled
perspective on risk, regulation and liability
with his 50 years of experience as a safety
consultant working for leading companies
around the world. He also spent nearly a
decade in the North Sea exploration and

production as a safety manager. Dr. Bill is a
passionate advocate for safety training.
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The scenery was a very hot and humid
summer’s day at a Spur steak ranch
on the Bluff in Durban. 

We were frustrated at what we saw
happening around us in the safety
industry - the lack of support for safety
individuals and the amount of
unemployed safety personnel, especially
within the construction sector. We got to
a boiling point and said enough was
enough.

So, we arranged a meeting. We booked
a table for about 30+ safety personnel,
and agreed that this was going to be our
first actual meeting. About 12 truly
committed members from HSE, senior
construction managers, supervision and
other professionals with similar concerns
agreed on that day of the 21st of
December 2013, that we would pull
together and make a prominent impact
within construction. 

We all declared that we would do our
best to improve how occupational health,
safety and environmental aspects were
being conducted in South Africa and
eventually abroad as well.

OUR COMMITMENT TO HSE
A few days later and the setting changed

to an office in Durban, Quality Street at
RK-Safety’s offices where we established
HSE Connection Point. 

We were determined to change the
negative and destructive culture amongst
our people, and we gave our word to do
the following:
• Assisting our fellow brothers and sisters

who are struggling to find employment
and finding it difficult to get
information within the industry.

• Sharing our knowledge freely amongst
each other and ensure we help each
other progress within their careers and
likewise helping fellow members to
find employment as and when we can
assist.

• Being the helping hand to other junior
and less experienced safety people who
were now required to register without
being given the guidance within the
industry.

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE
Since 2013 we have helped numerous

members find employment with some
members finding employment more than
twice. We have tallied a total of members
who have found employment at a
whopping 60 plus since 2013.

We aspired to give back to our less
fortunate communities, others struggling
within the HSE construction, mining and
less experienced HSE personnel who
were seeking employment. 

TRAINING AND GUIDANCE 
We wanted to give back what we had

learned through value-added training,
general guidance and started shared our
amalgamated experiences within the
health, safety and environmental
fraternity.

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN NPO
We agreed that we needed to have a

distinct voice and hear the honest
concerns from the multitudes and then
voice these sensitive concerns to the
industry. We identified a notable rift
between ethnic and other cultural
boundaries, and we knew we needed to
start working together to bridge the
chasm which has been created through
historical and current challenges which
we are still plagued with in our country.

We subsequently stepped up our
societal targets and objectives and
registered a Non-Profit Organisation in
October 2017 to expand our reach and
support within South Africa,

neighbouring southern African countries
and possibly expanding to an
internationally recognised HSE
organisation within the near future.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
Short term current services:
• SACPCMP registration assistance;
• Mentorship assistance with Candidate

SACPCMP members;
• Job advertisements;
• Lowest membership fees in the

country;
• Sharing HSE documents and

information;
• Posting of work opportunities from

other members;
• Networking junior members with

senior members like advocates, lawyers
and corporate managers;

• Guiding professionals with study
choices for improvement;

• Arranging networking meetings
allowing our members to network;

• Joining our WhatsApp interactive
groups;

Longer term planned services:
• Value added accredited training;
• Seminars and webinars with

international and local pioneers of
HSE;

• Learnership programmes assisting with
bursaries;

• CPD points towards registration.

A WAY FORWARD 
The success of this organisation rests

deeply on the commitment and
engagement of our corporate and
individual members by raising salient
issues within the industry. We have a
clear vision and implementation plan. In
our short history, we have already
become a formidable force and will
continue to address the stumbling blocks
required to transform the industry. 

Our endeavours must be seen as an
example to others within the HSE
fraternities by giving back far more than
we can ever receive.

Help us achieve our goals, by
contacting me or registering as a member.
And, we will help you.

Introducing
HSE CONNECTION POINT

Fabian Buckley 
President of HSE Connection Point

Cell: 0828045838
Email: fabian@hseconnection.org.za  

www.hseconnection.org.za
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The recent tragic fire in downtown
Johannesburg and its intense media /
television coverage has brought

health and safety issues in general and the
Occupational Health and Safety Act in
particular, into the public’s psyche. 

Most South Africans now even know
what a Prohibition Notice is – after DoL
inspectors condemned the Lisbon Bank
building citing various health and safety
infractions. 

The condemnation came in the form of
a Prohibition Notice which was later
revoked for reasons unknown at this stage
but will surely come to light if the
incident is subjected to a section 32
Formal Inquiry. (I doubt DoL will opt for
the lamentable section 31 Investigation in
view of the media attention, and the
families of the deceased firefighters may
get a rare opportunity to participate in the
proceedings – unlike the potentially
unconstitutional section 31 Investigation
where the families are kept in the dark).
But I digress.

One of the instruments at the disposal
of DoL in policing OHS matters is the

Occupational Health and Safety Act: Section 30:

Prohibition notices must be rational and proportionate to the
THREAT TO SAFETY

Prohibition Notice, which allows DoL
inspectors to make decisions, based on
their own subjective opinions, which
invariably negatively impacts on the
profitability of employers.

Section 30(1)(a) of the OHS Act
(Special powers of inspectors) reads
‘Whenever an employer performs an act or
requires or permits an act to be performed, or
proposes to perform an act or to require or permit
an act to be performed, which in the opinion of
an inspector threatens or is likely to threaten the
safety or health of any person, the inspector may
by notice in writing prohibit that employer from
continuing or commencing with the performance
of that act or from requiring or permitting that act
to be continued or commenced with, as the case
may be’. 

Any decision based on the subjective
opinion of an inspector is open to
interpretation or even abuse and for this
reason such decisions may be appealed.

The temptation for abuse is real and
was recently subject to scrutiny in two
cases in the High Court. Although these
court cases pertain to the so-called ‘Safety
Stoppages’ as per section 54 of the Mine
Health & Safety Act (MHS Act), the
principles are the same as section 30 of
the OHS Act. The problem is that,
pending an appeal against the decision of
inspectors, there is invariably a time-lapse
and this can result in huge losses for
employers as production is affected. 

The Minerals Council South Africa has
estimated the cost of the safety stoppages
between 2012 and 2015 at R13.6bn in lost
revenue, excluding the losses incurred in
restarting mines.

Over and above the appeal recourse,
does an employer have a civil recourse to
recoup losses if the decision by an
inspector to halt activities at a mine, plant
or construction site is irrational or
disproportional to the perceived threat to
the health and safety of employees? In
other words, can an employer sue an
inspector – or even the chief inspector,
for damages if an inspector either
deliberately, recklessly, maliciously or
even negligently issues a Prohibition

INCIDENT REPORTS

Notice and an employer suffers losses as a
result? Or do inspectors enjoy a blanket
indemnity against civil suits? We know
that, by virtue of sections 31 and 32 of the
OHS Act, inspectors are indemnified,
post an investigation or formal inquiry,
against civil action for anything that may
be contained in their reports to the Chief
Inspector and the National Prosecuting
Authority. (NPA).

Section 31(4). An inspector holding an
investigation shall not incur any civil liability by
virtue of anything contained in the report.

Section 32(13). An inspector presiding at any
formal inquiry shall not incur any civil liability
by virtue of anything contained in the report. It
follows that inspectors only enjoy a limited
indemnity against civil suits for damages and,
should they fail to properly discharge their duties
with resultant losses to employers, they are
exposed to civil suits for damages.

ANGLOGOLD ASHANTI LIMITED V
MBONAMBI & OTHERS

In Anglogold Ashanti Limited v
Mbonambi & others [2016] (LC) the
learned Judge lambasted mining
inspectors for failing to appreciate the
conceptual framework within which they
are required to discharge their duties
when issuing safety stoppages. The
Department of Mineral Resources
(DMR) even had the nerve to suggest
that proportionality was irrelevant and
that an inspector need not consider that
principle when issuing (safety stoppage)
instructions because it did not feature as a
criterion in section 54 of the MHSA. 

The Judge lamented ‘further, as this
case illustrates, the respondents (DMR)
are clearly under the impression that they
are empowered to close entire mines on
account of safety infractions in a single
section or on a single level, without
specific reference to objective facts and
circumstances that render the whole
mining operation unsafe. The MHSA has
as its commendable purpose the
promotion of a culture of health and
safety and the protection of the health and
safety of those employees employed in

Raynard Looch is the Managing Member of Klass
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Pretoria University,  joined the Department of

Justice in 1983 and was admitted to the Bar as an
advocate in 1984. He served as a prosecutor in the
Mining Court (OHS Court) until resigning in

1986 to form Klass Looch Associates after identifying
a need to offer employers a specialised service. Since
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employers in criminal matters pertaining to the

occupational health and safety legislation and is the
author of The Guideline to the Machinery &

Occupational Safety Act. Raynard has delivered
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mining operations. But that does not
entitle those responsible for enforcing the
Act to act outside of the bounds of
rationality. Had the applicant sought an
order for costs on the basis that the
respondents bear the costs of these
proceedings in their personal capacities, I
would have given serious consideration to
such an order. This Court has a broad
discretion in terms of section 162 of the
LRA to make orders for costs according to
the requirements of the law and fairness. 

In my view, and in the absence of any
submission that costs ought to be
awarded on a punitive scale, those
interests are best served by an order that
costs follow the result.

BERT'S BRICKS (PTY) LTD AND
ANOTHER V INSPECTOR OF MINES

In Bert's Bricks (Pty) Ltd and Another 
v Inspector of Mines, North West Region
and Others 2011, the Judge also
commented on the abuse of the safety
stoppages by the mining inspectors. ‘It
seems that not one of the officials
properly applied his mind to the
operation of the MHSA and that there

was a gross abuse of the provisions of the
Act. This is most disturbing. This
litigation has resulted in a waste of the
state's funds (taxpayers' money) and a
waste of the court's time. It is striking that
throughout these proceedings the
Department's officials have failed to give
proper consideration to the applicants'
complaints and that they have not
deemed it necessary to dispute the
applicants' factual allegations. In such a
case the court should order that the
responsible officials must bear the costs of
the litigation. However, the applicants
have not sought such an order and it
requires no further consideration’.

SIBANYE PLATINUM V MINERAL
RESOURCES MINISTER

It didn’t take long for Sibanye Gold’s
subsidiary Sibanye Platinum to serve
summonses on (former) Mineral
Resources Minister Mosebenzi Zwane
and three of his officials, claiming
R26.8m from them in their personal
capacities as compensation for losses
incurred as a result of irrational and
disproportionate safety stoppages. Sibanye

Platinum is acting against Zwane, the
acting chief inspector of mines, Xolile
Mbonambi, and two senior inspectors in
North West where Sibanye has its
Kroondal mine. Watch this space!

Hopefully DoL has taken note of the
dire consequences for the department
and inspectors personally when blanket
Prohibition Notices closing entire
workplaces are issued by them for small
safety infractions. 

These Notices are not meant to punish
employers for safety infractions but to
ensure and compel them to rectify
situations which pose a threat. 

The section 31 Investigation and
section 32 Formal Inquiry are the
appropriate legal instruments for this
purpose and the National Prosecuting
Authority must determine penalties.
(This will change once the very long-
awaited OHS Amendment Bill is
promulgated providing for inspectors to
impose Administrative Fines of up to 
R50 000).

Courts cases referred to above may be
downloaded on www.klasslooch.com

ARE YOU MEETING ALL
OCCUPATIONAL AND

ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES?

Occutech is an inspection authority for the work and
business environment surrounds approved by the
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• Environmental consultants

“PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE!”
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Email: occutech@occutech.co.za
Tel: (031) 206-1244 Fax: (031) 205-2561
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cost-effective controls of 
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One of the unique characteristics of
the South African occupational
health and safety legislation, is the

establishment of a prescriptive
management structure. This allocation of
duties, to specific operational capacities
within an employer, is even more
prominent in the Occupational Health
and Safety Act, 85 of 1993 (OHS Act),
Construction Regulations 2014 (CR).
The objective of this article is to address
legal appointments in terms of the CR.
Before we set sail in this storm, we need
to understand a couple of legal principles.

There are two types of legal persons in
the South African legal system: natural
and juristic. A natural person is a real
human being, as opposed to a juristic
person which is for the purpose of this
discussion a registered company, close
corporation or government body which
receives legal persona through legislation.

The second aspect of importance is the
definition of employer as reflected in the
OHS Act “ 'employer' means, … any person
who employs or provides work for any person
and remunerates that person or expressly or
tacitly undertakes to remunerate him, but
excludes a labour broker …”. This means
that an employer is either a natural
person, company, close corporation,

government body which employed, or
provided work for a natural person and
remunerated or undertook to remunerate
that natural person. This excludes a
labour broker – discussion for another
time.

OHS Act Section 16 cause the Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of the employer
to be responsible to ensure compliance.
The CEO can then assign this duty to
persons under his control in terms of
Section 16(2). Where the OHS Act then
requires that “every employer …, designate
in writing … health and safety
representatives”, only the CEO or Section
16(2) appointee can sign the appointment
letter on behalf of the employer. 

When we specifically focus on the
Construction Regulations, we need to
understand two critical definitions:
contractor and principal contractor. The
contractor is defined as “an employer who
performs construction work” and principal
contractor as “an employer appointed by the
client to perform construction work”. In order
to be a contractor two criteria must be
met:
• the entity must be an employer, and
• secondly perform construction work. 

To be regarded as  a principal
contractor, three criteria must be met:
• the entity must be an employer firstly,

and
• perform construction work, and 
• be appointed by the client. 

From this it is clear that when the
Construction Regulations refer to a
principal contractor, it only includes the
contractors appointed by the client, but
when the regulation refers to a contractor
it refers to the contractors appointed by
the principal contractor and includes the
principal contractor due to the fact that
the principal contractor also comply with
the two criteria set in the definition of
contractor.

In terms of Regulation 8(1) “A principal
contractor must in writing appoint one full-
time competent person as the construction
manager …”, it is therefore only the CEO
or Section 16(2) of the principal
contractor who can appoint a
construction manager. The CEO or

Section 16(2) of a contractor cannot
appoint a construction manager as this
Regulation does not apply to a contractor
- “A principal contractor must”.

If we now evaluate Regulation 8(2) “A
principal contractor must upon having
considered the size of the project, in writing
appoint one or more assistant construction
managers”, only the CEO or Section 16(2)
of the principal contractor can appoint an
assistant construction manager and the
CEO or Section 16(2) of a contractor
cannot appoint an assistant construction
manager. 

Normally another question is asked, if
the construction manager can appoint the
assistant construction manager in his
capacity  as construction manager. Due to
the fact that only a CEO or Section 16(2)
can represent the employer; and the
principal contractor must be an employer
to be a principal contractor, it is only the
CEO or Section 16(2) of the principal
contractor who can appoint an assistant
construction manager. The same
argument then applies where the
Construction Regulations indicates that
“A contractor must -

(a designate a competent person to be
responsible for the preparation of a fall
protection plan;”, only the CEO or Section
16(2) of the contractor can designate
(appoint) the person responsible for the
preparation of the fall protection plan. 

The only exception to this rule is
Construction Regulations 8(7) which
requires that “A construction manager must
in writing appoint construction supervisors”.
In this instance, it is clear that the
appointed construction manager must
appoint the construction supervisors and
not the CEO or Section 16(2) appointee. 

The Guidelines for Construction
Regulations, 2014 – GN 489 of 2017
however indicates under Regulation 8
that “The Construction manager must
demonstrate competency in relation to work
being performed and the ability to manage
construction work which may include making
all statutory appointments in terms of health
and safety.”

It must be remembered that nothing
prevents the construction manager from

WHO APPOINTS WHO - 
Construction Regulations, 2014 Conundrum
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also being appointed as Section 16(2)
which in my view demonstrates his
competency to make all statutory
appointments in terms of the health and
safety. 

In summary: 
• who appoints the construction manager

- only the CEO or Section 16(2) of a
principal contractor;

• who appoints the assistant construction
manager- only the CEO or Section
16(2) of a principal contractor which
could include the construction
manager if appointed as Section 16(2).
When the appointment is made by the
construction manager, it is made in his
capacity as Section 16(2);

• who appoints the safety officer – the
CEO or Section 16(2) of a principal
contractor and the CEO or Section
16(2) of a contractor;

• who appoints the construction
supervisor – only the construction
manager of the principal contractor;

• who appoints the assistant construction
supervisor - the CEO or Section 16(2)
of a principal contractor and the CEO
or Section 16(2) of a contractor;

• who appoints the risk assessors, fall
protection plan developers, excavation
supervisors, etc.- the CEO or Section
16(2) of a principal contractor and the
CEO or Section 16(2) of a contractor.

Vision Zero first anniversary

This month marks the first anniversary of the Vision Zero campaign. We want to
thank the almost 2500 companies, organisations and occupational safety and
health trainers that have signed up so far, all contributing to a world of work based

of safety, health and well-being. 
Vision Zero was launched at the 21st World Congress for Safety and Health at Work

in Singapore on 4 September 2017 as the first ever global campaign on prevention. This
generated a huge amount of excitement and created a great range of initiatives across
the globe. Over the last 12 months, we have had regional launches in Asia, Europe,
Eurasia, Africa and North America. Coming up is the launch in Latin America. In
addition, there have been many national and sectoral launches and events, and new
partners sign up every day.

The magic of Vision Zero lies in its simplicity, flexibility and adaptability. Its 7
Golden Rules can be used by companies and organisations of all sizes and in all
sectors. The campaign provides easy-to-use resources in terms of guides, publications
and communications material. But its success is all thanks to the engagement of each
and every one of you, the people and the partners that have signed up in the belief that
every accident, illness and harm at work can be prevented.

Let us continue building the Vision Zero community together! Visit our website to
read our news article and watch my video message to you on the occasion of the
anniversary for Vision Zero: visionzero.global/vision-zero-turns-1-year
Sincere regards,
Hans-Horst Konkolewsky
Secretary General of the International Social Security Association
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FACILITIES MANAGEMENT vs OHS
Part 2 - Engineering & Structural Safety

Salatiso Mdeni is  a property entrepreneur with
Environment, Health and Safety (EHS) experience

spanning over 15 years. He advises companies on
risk management and assists them to comply by

implementing risk based solutions with legal
emphasis, towards statutory compliance 

ELECTRICAL SAFETY
Buildings, irrespective of size have

different components and services which
are powered by electricity; from the lights
to the air-conditioning system. While
these may be deliverables of the
engineering professionals, overall
accountability for their functionality and
safety falls under FM. The OHS Act has
different regulations to ensure that these
systems and services are constructed and
maintained within safe parameters.
Buildings are powered through an
intricate electrical network keeping the
lights, air-conditioning, lifts etc working.
Due to the nature of electricity - which
can be fatal if not correctly handled/
installed - the OHS Act through the
Electrical Installation Regulations 2009
specify the requirements for safe electrical
installations, amongst which is the
Certificate of Compliance which serves as
prima facie evidence that the installation
was done by a competent installer, also
known as Approved Inspection Authority.  

The lower Eskom electricity supply
capacity has seen more property owners
opting to generate and store their own
power - such as diesel/ gas generators or
clean solar energy. While these
installations ensure business will continue
in spite of power failures, they also
present a threat due to the volatile fuel
and high capacity generators located
within buildings. One doesn’t have to
look too far back in history to realise how
deadly generator installations can be.
Lives were lost during 2007 and 2010

when companies scrambled to install
generators to cope with load shedding.
The incidents were not because of the
absence of legislation, because the
General Machinery Regulations have
been in force since 1988, and they clearly
stipulate that when energy generation /
consumption surpasses a certain amount,
a competent person must be designated to
oversee it. Similarly, municipal bylaws
make provision for fuel tanks in buildings
to be certified, and structural integrity to
be inspected periodically to avoid
incidents.  

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTANTS
Environmental Regulations for

Workplaces (ERW)1987 dictate the
parameters that ought to be maintained
within buildings, not only for safety but
also for a productive working
environment. Air-conditioning is
installed not only to control temperature
but also to remove harmful airborne
pathogens, exhaust carbon dioxide and
other airborne pollutants. 

IMPORTANCE OF ILLUMINATION
A dark building may result in increased

injuries for the occupants and visitors.
ERW in conjunction with SANS 10114
set the minimum requirements for
lighting in the workplace. 

Importance of housekeeping
The optimal coordination of space

within a building is an FM deliverable.
Poor allocation of space to occupants
could result in lack of storage areas and
items lying around where they may
compromise house-keeping and obstruct
emergency evacuation routes.  

INSURANCE CLAIMS
The above requirements need to be

coordinated from an FM perspective
because failure to comply doesn’t only
have statutory implications and threat to
life, but could also result in a total loss of
the business should the building be
burnt, or water logged as a result of the
fire extinguishing leaking. Insurance
providers are also likely to repudiate
claims for replacement of lost assets if the
required statutory requirements were not

complied with ab initio. 
The OHS Act is a criminal statute,

which means that in case of an incident
where liability could be placed on a
person or company, it is not possible to
simply pay a fine and move on, rather that
person / company will be held criminally
liable. 

This is very important, due to
outsourcing which many companies are
opting for, as opposed to employing
internal personnel. Always remember that
even when  the execution of a job is
outsourced, accountability still remains
with the company. In case of an incident,
the client can only enforce the contract or
recover losses as per contractual
provisions between the parties. The client
will most likely still be tried under
criminal law which amongst other things,
could result in imprisonment. So while it
may seem an ‘easy’ way out to just
outsource the FM responsibility,
unfortunately accountability still remains
with the client for failure to comply with
statutory provisions.  

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
Perhaps I should have started with this

because FM starts once the building has
been constructed and handed over for
operation. The application of the
Construction Regulations 2014 is often
viewed as being confined to the
construction phase, while forgetting that
repairs, maintenance, alterations etc, all
fall within the legal definition of
construction work - all of which are
deliverables of FM. The requirements to
ensure the structure remains safe
throughout its lifespan as dictated by
section 11 also fall within FM. A
comprehensive safety plan for a building
should not only be confined to the
construction phase, but must also include
how the facility will be maintained, and
whether the required installations to
facilitate this have been included in the
design. 

SANS 10400 SECTION TT
While we are all geared to hope for the

best it is prudent to plan for the worst as
well, hence there’s SANS 10400 section
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TT which makes provisions for
emergency equipment to be embedded
into the building design. 

Once the building is handed over by
the project team to the FM, the latter
needs to know that in the event of a fire /
threat, equipment and facilities are in
place to enable safe evacuation of the
people and to limit property damage. 

An adequate FM programme must take
into consideration the hazards and
associated risks. 

A health and safety professional will be
vital in the hazard identification and risk
assessment process, but the bulk of the
controls that will be required will most
likely fall under facility management. 

Assessments must start at statutory level
to assess one’s legal obligations, and in
this case, sound knowledge of the
applicable laws especially OHS will go a
long way, even before delving into the

technical controls that must be
implemented towards compliance. 

Many solutions are available to enable
FM compliance, and when properly
implemented they work. 

One of the key aspects of compliance in
relation to buildings that is often
overlooked, is engaging the local
authorities for their input and advice on
your FM controls. As the enforcing
authority, they are best suited to advise
you on compliance. 

My experience with most local
authorities has been that of participation
rather than punishment. Most people fear
inviting local authorities to assess their
facilities because they think the first sight
of a misdemeanour will result in a fine,
my experience has been far more positive. 

Whether it was in Sandton, Cape
Town, Bloemfontein etc. I found that
when local authority officials are invited

to participate in the planning and testing
of one’s controls in a building the spirit
was that of assistance. Amongst other
reasons for approaching the authorities,
this also makes commercial sense, since
their services come at a much lower cost
than that of private consultants, and will
most likely add more weight to your
submissions to ensure proof of
compliance, and thus justify lower
premiums.

The above is not meant to be detailed,
it is rather a guideline to show the direct
link between FM as a deliverable and the
applicable health and safety legislation.

I am hoping that it will now be clearer
why and how OHS is intertwined with
FM.

I am hoping that everyone involved in
either of the disciplines understand why
they can’t exist to the exclusion of the
other.

Mesothelioma Awareness Day falls
annually on September 26,
bringing together patients,

survivors, advocates, and experts to
highlight this rare cancer and its cause,
asbestos. 

This extremely aggressive rate type of
cancer is caused by asbestos exposure -
from inhaling or ingesting loose asbestos
fibres which are invisible to the human
eye. 

Asbestos was for many years used in
products ranging from building sites,
housing insulation and heating  to
cooking pots and garden decorations.

Asbestos exposure commonly occurs in
the workplace, but has also been found in
living quarters and schools. 

The disease has a long latency period,
so the sufferer may have been exposed to
asbestos fibres up to 50 years earlier.
Symptoms may take 20 – 50 years to
appear and can mimic other diseases,
therefore diagnosis can often be difficult. 

Many people who have been diagnosed
with mesothelioma have filed lawsuits
against former employers once they
discover that they were exposed to
asbestos while on the job.

For decades now, the causes of the
cancer have been well-known and well-
documented. 

Lots of literature and educational
programmes have existed educating
people to only work  in areas which are
known to contain asbestos if they have
the necessary protection, including
respiratory protection, garments which
must either be specially handled and
cleaned or correctly disposed of at the end
of the day. 

These areas include construction sites
where workers tear down older buildings,
or houses, where renovations are carried
out, therefore exposing the workers and
occupants of the house. Old asbestos
rubble is often left on pavements, and
people walking past may inhale the
asbestos dust, or vagrants can be seen
scratching through the rubble. Although
this home exposure does pose a risk, the
percentage of individuals affected by
mesothelioma is a lot higher amongst
people who have been exposed in
occupational environments.

Due to the long latency period, it is not
surprising that there are still deaths
amongst older people. However, what is
surprising is that there are still cases of
younger people developing the cancer.
Had the correct precautions been taken
over the years, these deaths could now
have been on the decline, instead they
have peaked. With the knowledge gained

and awareness of the dangers of asbestos,
this should no longer be happening.

It is however true that the use of
asbestos has been declining since the '80s.
A US study showed that mesothelioma
deaths is increasing among elderly
persons aged 70+, representing exposure
from many years earlier. 

The study shows that Mesothelioma
deaths have decreased in persons aged
35–64 years. However, what is most
disturbing is that the continuing
occurrence of mesothelioma deaths
among persons aged <55 years suggests
that there is ongoing occupational and
environmental exposures to asbestos
fibres despite regulations being in place.

The Mesothelioma Applied Research
Foundation in US noted they are not
surprised by the increase as they have
long believed asbestos exposure continues
to be prevalent in our environment
despite regulations, due to decades of
heavy use in the construction of homes,
schools, and government buildings.

The number of people who die of
mesothelioma every year is comparable to
that of the people who lose their lives to
flu, asthma, peptic ulcers, nephritis,
accidental drowning, gallbladder
disorders, assault, or surgical
complications. 

MESOTHELIOMA Awareness Day
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WHY SHADES OF GREY?  
No, this article has nothing to do with

the book  50 Shades of Grey even though a
part of me wishes it did. It’s more than
that. 

Being a safety professional, is not black
and white like what you learned at
university, college or what a provincial
safety enforcement officer would tell you.  

Being a safety professional is in fact
different shades of grey. This you will
learn as you grow as a safety professional.  

Part of this article is based on my
experiences and part from other safety
professionals who I have had the privilege
to meet and work with.

At my first full-time position as a safety
professional, I didn't fully understand the
concept of shades of grey, because I saw
legislation as black and white and the "law
as the law". There was no compromise,
even though the human resources
director tried to explain differently to me.
It's only through the years that I finally
understood what he was talking about.

REASONS FOR ENTERING THE
INDUSTRY

The main reason I fell in love with this
profession and decided to become a safety
professional is so that I could make a
difference in people's lives and increase
their safety consciousness.

Now stop and think why you chose to
become a safety professional.

The goal of this article is to help those
who are new to the safety field or have a
couple of years under their belt.

From my point of view, I wish that I

would have had this information when I
first started in this amazing field - new-
comers will eventually discover this for
themselves.  

PERCEPTIONS OF A SAFETY
PROFESSIONAL

A challenge that you will face at the
start and throughout your career is getting
people to change their view that you are
the "safety police".

You will discover that many employees
will see you as strictly enforcement
instead of what it really is. 

Even today, I sometimes have difficulty
explaining to the general public what I do
as a safety professional - they often see
your role as making sure employees wear
their hard hats. 

To me, the role of a safety professional
is that of being a guide and coach for
employees, supervision and management
by providing them with the skills and
training to perform their jobs safely. 

The way I have explained this to the
general public is that as a safety
professional, I am the one holding a
flashlight in a dark room showing the way
to get to the door safely. It is then up to
the employees to follow the path that I
have showed them.

WHAT MAKES A SAFETY
PROFESSIONAL SUCCESSFUL

So, what information has made my life
easier as a safety professional? Actually,
there are several elements I believe the
safety professionals should be aware of in
order to be successful in their career.
They are the following:
•  Initiative
•  Having a notebook (logbook) 
•  Keeping up with education
•  Code of Ethics
•  Mentorship  
•  Networking
•  Interpersonal skills (soft skills).
1. Initiative

To be successful as a safety
professional, you must have a certain
amount of  initiative. You shouldn't wait
for someone to tell you what to do next
unless directed by your supervisor /
manager. 

I recommend when you are first hired,

Shades of grey of the SAFETY PROFESSIONAL
ask your supervisor / manager what he or
she is expecting from you in this position.
This will tell you how far you can go with
your initiative and the range of
responsibilities of your position. This will
alleviate of lot of headaches for you.
2. Logbook

I strongly suggest that you get a
notebook (logbook). The purpose of
having notebooks (logbooks) is to protect
yourself in case something happens
where the company, management, or
employees are trying to blame you for an
incident, saying that you didn't tell them
that something wasn't safe, or that you are
required to testify in court. 

Write down anything that you find odd,
arguments that you have with employees,
supervisors, or management; situations
where recommendations were not
accepted; decisions made that you know
were against OHS legislation or the code
of ethics. Basically any situation that you
believe needs to be noted. 

It is important that your notes are
accurate, and factual. You do not want to
write assumptions, rather you should try
and include exact quotes. 

The sooner you write the event in your
notebook (logbook) the better. The
longer you wait, the more your chance of
forgetting important facts / parts of the
conversation.
3. Keeping up with education

The safety field is constantly changing,
and staying ahead is important - this can
achieved by keeping up with education. 

It can be done by taking courses
through universities, colleges, safety
associations or by attending health and
safety conferences. 

Keep in mind that the courses you are
taking should be benefiting you at your
place of employment or the industry you
would like to work in. 

Taking courses, or attendance at
conferences is also a great opportunity to
meet fellow safety professionals and
create valuable resources.

If you intend to obtain a safety
designation, and maintain that position,
you will be required to have a certain
amount of education. 

There are several safety designations
you can obtain including a Registered

Christian Fournier, CHSC has been working in
the safety profession for over 10 years. He is a

Training Co-ordinator for Fornebu Lumber as well
as a First Responder Instructor Trainer for Saint

John Ambulance. Christian is a member of CSSE
(Canadian Society of Safety Engineering) and a

director on the board of the NB chapter.
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Safety Professional or Health & Safety
Consultant, Construction Safety Officer,
Certified Professional Ergonomist,
Registered Occupational Hygienist,
Certified Gas Installer etc.
4. Code of Ethics

Code of ethics is probably the most
complex element. You will go through
certain situations in your career where
you will have to make choices as to which
battle you should fight and which you
shouldn't. Not every battle is worth
fighting. 

Even though you may be in the right,
fighting could cause you to lose your
employment. 

I remember an occasion where I was
giving a confined space training session. I
mentioned that the pipes going into a
tank must have a flange in order to
prevent any chemicals or liquid getting
into the tank. To my surprise, the
employees asked me if I liked my job and
if I was sure I wanted to proceed with
this. Later one of the senior managers,
told me that I had opened a can of
worms. So yes, the legislation is clear on
what is expected from an employer but
sometimes you have to look at the bigger
picture. 

Most enforcement officers will be
happy if you can demonstrate that the
safety programme and culture is
improving at your place of employment.
5.  Mentorship  

I was very lucky when I first started my
career in the safety field. I had a great
team of safety professionals around me
and a great manager that was my mentor.
They took time to help me and were
patient with me while I was learning to be
a safety professional. 

I strongly encourage you to find a
mentor or a group of safety professionals
that can do the same for you. If there are
none at your place of employment,
become  a member of a safety association,
such as the Institute of Safety
Management (IOSM) for example which
encompasses all fraternities within the
safety industry. Or, ACHASM which is
specifically for construction safety
personnel, or SAIOH which serves
occupational hygienists. 

The professional members of these
associations will be more than happy to
help out with any questions or challenges
you may face at your place of

employment.
I still reach out to my fellow members

on a regular basis to obtain feedback or
recommendations. I am pretty sure if you
ask one of them to be your mentor, he /
she will be more than happy to help you.  
6.  Networking

Networking can definitely become an
asset for you as a safety professional. 

The more people you meet, the more
resources and professional relationships
you will develop.

You can network at health and safety
conferences. Also, any type of course you
attend - whether safety and non-safety -
are great places to meet folks and create
networks. 

Become a member of an association -
safety and non-safety. This can also help
you meet like-minded professionals and
expand your knowledge and horison.
Make sure that you bring business cards
with you when you attend those events.
7.  Interpersonal skills (soft skills)

Interpersonal skills (soft skills) are
crucial if you want to become a great
safety professional. 

I would easily say that the work of a
safety professional is 80% soft skills and
20% knowledge. It is like rowing in a
canoe, you are rowing one way and
everybody else is rowing the opposite
way.

In this way, you will not get far in
improving your safety programme /
culture at your place of employment.

Your goal is to make everyone row the
same way as you. 

In every organisation, it is guaranteed
that you will have to work with difficult
individuals or groups that don't share  the
same goals as you. You will need to learn
how to win over all kinds of different
personalities. 

You should take advantage of any
training that you can acquire on
interpersonal skills, for example, how to
deal with difficult people. 

It will help if you can find some
common ground with the person in
question. At the end of the day, you can
be right all you want but if you can't get
people to follow your lead, you will not
be successful.

CONCLUSION
As you can see, this amazing career isn't

as easy or clear as you might think. 
Anything in life that is worth doing

always comes with its share of challenges. 
You will have some good days and

some rough days. I know for myself, it is
rewarding when the people I work with
go home the same way they came in and
when employees come to me and explain
their efforts in going the extra mile so that
their fellow employees remain safe from
safety hazards / injuries. 

I love this profession and I hope that
the information that I have shared with
you will be useful as you start your
journey as a safety professional.
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These past two months have been noteworthy for a number
of reasons – some good, some bad!

Firstly, the “bad”. Our prayers go out to the families of the
deceased who perished in the Johannesburg office fire and the
Denel explosion. 

We may never get to hear the true reason behind the Denel
event, most particularly because the facility is a National Key
Point. However, as far as the Jo’burg fire is concerned, hopefully
the Department of Health and Department of Public Works will
want to share the findings so that we can all understand the
lessons learnt – and this only a year on from the unnecessary
Grenfell Tower fire in London that caused the death of 72
residents. I daresay that the lessons learnt there will have
application to our own “Tower” fire ... and yet we still fail to
learn.

And don’t get me started on the road carnage. As I have said
before, if there was a disease that killed 15,000 South Africans a
year, the “authorities” would be frantically searching for a cure.
Yet do we see any freneticism in eradicating that scourge?

I currently have three clients with asbestos problems – not
because they have asbestos on their property but because their
neighbours, under the title of “improvements”, are demolishing
structures containing asbestos without taking adequate
precautions.

It seems logical to me, but apparently not to the developers,
that as much dust will be released off-site as will be on-site and
thus one has to take one’s neighbours into consideration. This
proposition may well spawn another article on the subject.

On a “lighter” note, the ConCourt has ruled that the private
cultivation and use of cannabis (pot, dagga, mary-jane, gunja
etc.) is no longer illegal. GSR 2A refers to persons being “under
the influence”. 

Many of our members’ employers have an alcohol policy
which involves the use of breath/alcohol meters. The test for
THC, being the active ingredient of cannabis, is historically a
urine test. However THC remains in the body for up to six
weeks, so a joint or two over the weekend will definitely show
up on a Monday morning. 

Do we have to revert to walking a white line or touching the
finger to the nose to determine “influence”? It will be interesting
to see how employers modify their alcohol and drugs

President’s Message
programmes to accommodate the anomalies brought about by
the court ruling.

We are tightening security over the issue of membership
certificates since a number of our (ex) members have felt that
Photoshop is a right, not a privilege! 

This, in turn has driven improvements to our website so ably
implemented by our Office Administrator, Sankie. Expect more
in the future.

Lastly, as I was writing this message, our Neighbourhood
Watch put out a call for assistance with a lady who had been
stabbed by a mugger whilst walking to work. Being “suitably
qualified” I responded. 

Fortunately her wounds, though painful, were not life
threatening. Despite my qualification, my lack of continual, let
alone continuous experience, all I was able to do was to stem the
flow of blood and offer her consolation. Fortunately the first
response paramedic arrived about 5 minutes later and the
ambulance about 15 minutes thereafter and the stabilised victim
was transported to hospital.

Two lessons here:
1. Always be aware when walking alone and keep your cell
phone and other valuables hidden.
2. CPD is a necessary evil - I definitely need a refresher course!
Until next time – keep safe!
Success is no accident

IOSM Corporate Membership 
We have been approached recently by a number of corporates

to find out how we might help their activities in the HSE realm.
Their needs are diverse; some are asking for advice on
employment of our registered members - or of using their
professional services - some wish to advertise posts and yet
others to advertise their training programmes.

Whilst the Institute is always ready to advance the cause of
HSE in the workplace, there is just so much that can be done in
the way of “free” advice.

To this end, we usually ask the enquirer if they would like to
become corporate members and, obviously, we are asked in
return to spell out the benefits of such membership. Also, we
believe it is worthwhile that our members promote their
concept of corporate membership with their employers, so here
are the basic highlights.
• By way of showing the Organisation’s commitment to the

promotion of HSE management in the workplace externally,
IOSM’s logo can be displayed on their letterheads, websites
and any similar public forums.

• IOSM will also display their logo on the IOSM website with a
link back to the Organisation’s website. 

Richard Whittaker
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• They can also request the distribution of HSE specific
advertising, for example for vacancies or
exhibitions/conferences, to IOSM members and they will
have preference and will be offered discounts to exhibit at
IOSM workshops, conferences or seminars.

• To reflect the Organisation’s commitment internally, IOSM
requires that all employees whose function requires at least
60% of their time be spent in providing occupational health,
safety and environmental support, e.g. HSE Manager or safety
officer, become members. The additional benefit of this is that
their fees will be discounted by 20%, irrespective of
membership grade.
If you, as a member are reading this, we would ask that you

approach your employer to consider Corporate Membership. If
your employer agrees, we’ll give you 2 points for “advancing the
knowledge of HSE” to help boost your CPD reporting for this
year!

We also ask that the Organisation confirms its commitment to
the Institute’s Code of Practice and Ethics in writing and that
they have an HSE Policy and either have in place an HSE
Management System - or they are working actively towards its
implementation

All these benefits are available for just R2500 annually – a
figure that has not been increased for some years. 

We look forward to seeing more Corporates and
Organisations joining the Corporate Membership ranks.

As mentioned in my newsletter, I currently have three clients
with asbestos problems because their neighbours are
demolishing structures containing asbestos without taking
adequate precautions.

At the heart of the matter is that the Asbestos Regulations
(AR) and associated pamphlets and guidelines (which already
tells one that the legislation doesn’t make easy reading!) do
NOT clearly identify the Department of Labour’s AR as being
singularly applicable.

The Construction Regulations state “Where a risk assessment
indicates the presence of asbestos, a contractor must ensure that
all asbestos related work is conducted in accordance with the
Asbestos Regulations”.

But surely this cannot be considered an exclusive statement?
By this I mean that the handing off of the asbestos issues to the
exclusive domain of the AR is a fallacy – they have to be read in
conjunction with the Construction Regulations (CR). In terms
of s9 of the CR, the Contractor first has to do a risk assessment
which should in turn identify the presence of asbestos. So any
risks that the assessment reveals must be dealt with in terms of
CR s9 first and the AR second.

Thus even though the risk of asbestos dust blowing outside
the worksite (which is was shown to be a very real risk during
the course of the review undertaken by the author) is not
covered under the AR r2, which states: “Scope: . . . apply to every
employer … who carries out work … that may expose any person to
asbestos dust at that workplace” (the Author’s emboldening) has to
be dealt with appropriately in terms of Risk Assessment for
Construction Work CR 9(a): “… must include (a) the identification
of risks and hazards to which persons may be exposed . . .” This latter
CR reference to “persons” does not restrict the “persons” to
those “at that workplace” as does the AR. In addition, the
preamble of the OHSAct clearly states “To provide for . . . the

protection of persons other than persons at work against hazards to health
and safety arising out of or in connection with the activities of persons at
work” and s9 of the Act reads that “every employer shall conduct his
undertaking in such a manner as to ensure, as far as reasonable practicable,
that persons other than those in his employment who may be directly
affected by his activities are not thereby exposed to hazards to their health
and safety”.

Furthermore, even if the risk of asbestos laden dust blowing
off site was not initially considered, CR9 (1) requires that the
risk assessment be performed “during construction work” and
further in CR 7 (b) “when an incident occurs”. There are thus two
reasons why this phenomenon should not be ignored.

It is clear then, that the control of asbestos which “escapes”
from the site is very much the responsibility of the contractor,
just as it is that of the client, AIA, DoL, designer or any other
body or person who has duties defined in the OHSAct and
associated Regulations, or local Bylaws

Lastly, by way of illustration, two simple if a little flippant,
scenarios that the author feels has a certain poignancy:

Scenario 1: I need a licence to drive. I have one. I get in an
articulated truck and drive it. I get pulled over and the police find
that my licence is “only” for cars, not for HGVs. No one is
injured. I can’t pay a fine. I go to jail. I can’t get a licence again

Scenario 2: My risk assessment says I have asbestos. I need to
control asbestos. I get an AIA to guide me through the rules and
draw up an incomplete plan for asbestos in the workplace. The
DoL inspector signs off the plan. I release asbestos to my
neighbour’s property. The DoL finds that I have only collected
asbestos records on my worksite. I can afford the fine. I don’t go
to jail. Everyone carries on working in the same old way – except
the guy whose lungs are full of asbestos fibres but who doesn’t
know it yet. (Which is the very reason that asbestos health
records have to be kept for 40 years.)

Love thy neighbour – but not his asbestos
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people to be responsible (but not
accountable) to ensure building health
and safety compliance on behalf of the
building owner, leaser, employer or
government department head, who
remains legally accountable. This
appointed person is required to ensure
other people are appointed to perform
prescribed health and safety functions,
related to inspection and maintenance
functions. Such people are responsible for
regular inspection and maintenance to
ensure the condition of the building,
machinery, electrical, ventilation and fire
systems are up to standard.

Employers are legally required to
appoint health and safety representatives
(H&S Reps) who are elected or
nominated by the employees to represent
them and to report to the employer or to
his/her appointed representative on the
defective, unsafe and/or unhealthy
workplace and/or building conditions.
The first H&S Rep must be appointed,
under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act (OHSAct) section 17, when 20
employees are employed and the
additional H&S Reps must be appointed
for every 100 employees in an office
environment. In a factory environment,
the additional H&S Reps are appointed
for every 50 employees. 

Employers are required to train the
appointed H&S Reps to perform
inspection and issue reporting functions.
The H&S Reps are required to inspect
their workplaces at minimum every 3
months and submit reports to any
established health and safety committee
or to the employer or his/her appointed
representative. 

The H&S Reps are not held legally
liable for the health and safety situations
they report or do not report. The H&S
Rep reports are however Legal
Documents which must be submitted to
the employer or to the appointed
employer’s representative for action.
These reports be legally retained for at
least 3 years. Where 2 or more H&S Reps
are appointed at a workplace, a health and
safety committee must be established
(OHSAct 19) with formal meetings held
at least 3 monthly and formal minutes of
the proceedings must be recorded. These

Unfortunately, we have seen several
serious building fires over the past few
months resulting in loss of life and multi-
million Rand losses. People and
spokespersons are interviewed about the
fire, but few understand the
responsibilities and accountabilities
involved when a building fire occurs, and
the related occupational health and safety
requirements for occupying that building.

This lack of understanding starts the “it
is not me or us” blame game. 

But who is to blame for letting this
photographed unsafe fire risk situation
seen below in this building?

Let us try and clarify the legal
responsibilities and accountabilities that
apply to buildings and when a fire occurs.
There are several role players who have
responsibilities and accountabilities by
being the owner/landlord or lessor of the
building, and/or as being the employer
with their employees occupying the
building. 

The owner is responsible for the
building regulation compliance aspects
(eg. SANS 10400) during the building’s
lifespan and for the building maintenance
of the structure and its installed fixtures
like fire sprinklers, ventilation and
electrical systems for example. The owner
must obtain an occupancy certificate from
the local authority before the building
may be occupied and the occupancy
certificate is related to the type of
occupancy, eg. offices, commercial store,

factory, warehouse, etc. This occupancy
certificate involves submitting specific
Certificates of Compliance (COCs) for
both the construction compliance and
installed systems.

The lessor of the building enters a lease
contract with the owner or through the
owner’s agent for a specific period and at a
monthly rental cost. This contract also
details specific conditions or rules of
occupation, like the requirement to
maintain the carpets, the portable fire
equipment, the lighting and ventilations
systems, and to get permission to make
changes within the building (remodelling
the internal layout), for example. But
often such changes do not involve
maintaining building and building
systems compliance. For example, the
new layout floor design may not include
the upgrading of the smoke detection
system to provide smoke detectors in
every room, or the new layout may place
the fire escape route access behind a
storeroom’s locked door.  

All construction work related to
building layout changes or other
construction work must be detailed in a
Client/Lessor Health and Safety
Specification that is prepared by a
competent and professionally registered
construction health and safety person and
the construction work contractor must
submit a safe working detailed
Construction Work Health and Safety
Plan for approval to the client/leaser
before commencing the construction
work. (Construction Regulation 7.1) 

The building owner or the leasor are
often the employer of the people working
in the building. Such employers are
responsible and accountable to ensure
that the requirements of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act
(OHSAct) or the Mine Health and Safety
Act (MHSAct), as applicable, are
complied with. These Acts bind the state
and all its operations and departments to
also comply.

The owner/lessor and/or employer is
legally accountable to provide a healthy
and safe workplace for his/her employees
(eg. OHSAct section 8). Furthermore
these health and safety acts require
employee and employers to designate

FIRE ... blame game
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Benrisk Consulting, Insurance Surveyor, & OHS

& Risk Management Consultant
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fault and blamed, as they have permitted
their employees to abuse, congest or
block the fire escape route/s.
Furthermore, such stored materials
constitute a fire load hazard which can
burn, spreading both the fire and its
smoke to other building floors.

• Steel external fire escape staircase/s not
maintained, and the staircase has large stairway
gaps with missing steps from rust erosion:
A panic evacuation rush on such a
defective fire escape staircase will result in
several staircase fall deaths. The building
owner is at fault and to blamed for poor
building maintenance and the lessor or
employer are blamed for not ensuring the
escape routes are regularly inspected to
ensure they are safe to use or are repaired
to comply and be safe.

• Fire extinguishers not annually serviced,
missing from their hooks or used to hold fire
doors open (ie. and thereby helping to spread the
fire and its deadly smoke to and from one floor to
another): 
The owner, lessor, employer are at fault
and to be blamed, as they have permitted
their employees to use fire equipment for
illegal purposes and/or not having their
fire equipment (ie. extinguishers, hose
reels and fire hydrants) annually serviced
to comply.  

• Fire hose reels are often found to be damaged,
incorrectly wound on their drums, etc because
they have been illegally used for car washing or
gardens watering:
A fire hose can become kinked if
incorrectly wound on the drum, which
stops the water flow for firefighting
purposes. Fire hose reel stirrups are
missing so fire hose deployment will be
difficult, etc. The owner and/or employer
is to be blamed for allowing their
employees to illegally use and abuse the
fire equipment.

• Fire equipment in buildings is often located in
special fire cupboards which are used to store
other items as well: 
Employees use them (and electrical panel
cupboards) to store brooms, neon tubes,
cleaning equipment, copy paper, etc
which congests the cupboards making it
difficult to access and deploy fire
equipment in an emergency. The owner
and/or employer are to be blamed for
allowing their employees to illegally use
and abuse the fire equipment and

electrical panel cupboards.

• Fire equipment is often physically secured by
chains, locks, etc, to avoid theft:
But this also means such fire equipment
is not available for firefighting purposes.
The owner, lessor, employer are to
blame. Key access break glass securing
methods can be used.

• The non-existence of documented and
displayed emergency and evacuation plans or old
plans displayed mentioning the names of people
that left the company months to years ago: 
The owner, landlord, lessor, employer are
at fault for not having and/or regularly
updating the emergency procedures. The
owner/landlord of a multi-tenant building
or an office/business park needs to
establish overall emergency and
evacuation procedure plans for their
premises, and to ensure all the building or
site’s buildings occupants are made
conversant with the established
emergency procedures. All emergency
procedures should be reviewed at least
annually.

• The employees must know the alarm sound of
a fire evacuation alarm. That alarm must be
able to be heard everywhere in the building:
The owner, landlord, lessor or employer
should anticipate the possibility of fire
deaths occurring. The fire alarm must be
heard in all areas and should be checked
during fire drill exercises. 

• A building’s water sprinkler system gong
alarm should not be used as a general fire alarm
or evacuation alarm:
A sprinkler gong sounds whenever a
higher water supply pressure re-
pressurises the sprinkler system and sets
off the gong alarm. Employees need to
know about this in the fire emergency
procedures, and they must be made aware
that a sprinkler gong alarm sounds when
sprinklers discharge to extinguish a fire
and so may lead to a genuine fire alarm
being sounded and fire evacuation
situation happening.

• The company has never or, not during the
past year performed a fire evacuation drill:
Owner, lessor and employer are at fault.
Consequently, when a fire situation
occurs employees panic and all rush to
the access door they generally use, going
straight into the fire zone. The owner,
lessor and employer are required to

minutes are a legal document and must
be kept for at least 3 years. 

It is therefore obvious that there is
significant legal compliance on the
occupational health and safety component
of a building. 

Many people think that building safety
encompasses purely fire safety protection
issues. Not so!

As both an OHS Consultant and an
Insurance Surveyor I regularly encounter
building heath, safety and fire prevention
legal non-compliances. I will clarify who
is responsible and accountable and so at
fault, and who is to blame for theses legal
non-compliances:

• The building water sprinkler system is not
overhauled or serviced 3 yearly: 
The owner is at fault and to blame.

• The building water sprinkler system valves
are not test checked monthly: 
The owner or lessor is at fault and to
blame.

• The installed sprinkler and/or smoke detection
systems are defective or off, without informing the
building insurance company: 
So what? Non-compliance of the
building’s insurance policy and any fire or
other claim is likely to be repudiated by
the insurance company. The owner
and/or lessor (employer) is at fault and so
to be blamed as they did not report the
system outage to the insurer.

• The smoke detector system alarm buzzer is
silenced by security because of a faulty detector
continually alarm buzzing on the system panel
which is normally installed at the guard desk or
guard house: 
The owner or lessor (employer) is at fault
and to blame for not ensuring the system
is operational. Furthermore what is the
procedure to have system faults reported
and fixed, and if there are no daily smoke
detection system condition reports in the
security occurrence book?

• Fire escape doors locked (no key available) or
worst with a security gate welded closed for
security reasons:
The owner, lessor and/or employer is at
fault and to be blamed. Fire deaths often
occur when the fire escape routes are
blocked.

• Fire escape stairs used for combustible
materials storage:
The owner, lessor and/or employer is at
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Sections 17 and 18 of the
Occupational Health and Safety Act
outline the requirements for the

appointment as well as the functions of
health and safety representatives.
Whenever there are 20 or more
permanent employees stationed at the
same site, an organisation must facilitate
the appointment of health and safety
representatives. 

Employees elect one of their own to
represent them on health and safety
issues. Before they are considered for the
post, prospective health and safety
representatives must have sufficient
knowledge and experience of working in
a workplace and be permanent employees
of an organisation. 

Once elected, the health and safety
representative receives an official
appointment letter for a defined period of
time outlining their general duties and
functions.

These functions include among them,
identifying unsafe working conditions,
investigating incidences, coordinating
health and safety activities with the
employer, attending health and safety
committee meetings and working closely
with inspectors from the Department of
Labour when they visit an organisations
business premises.

The health and safety representatives in
most instances go on to receive further
training to boost their knowledge of the

OHS Act as well as to improve their skills
for hazard identification, risk assessments
and incident investigations.

Once a health and safety representative
has been appointed and trained however,
there is a tendency for other employees to
over-rely on the safety representative to
steer them clear of danger and keep them
safe within the workplace. 

Other employees tend to no longer
lookout for hazardous conditions, despite
the fact that until their appointment, the
health and safety representative was an
ordinary employee like everybody else. 

Here are 8 reasons why employees
should trust their own instincts first
before putting their trust solely in a health
and safety representative.

1. PUT YOUR SAFETY AND THAT OF
YOUR COLLEAGUES FIRST

The first responsibility for all
employees under section 14 of the OHS
Act states that employees must protect
their health and safety as well as that of
their colleagues. 

If an employee sees something wrong,
they must not wait for the safety
representative to identify it. Employees
must be proactive whenever they notice
an unsafe working condition and
immediately point it out to their safety
representative or employer so that it can
be addressed.

2. SAFETY REPS DO NOT KNOW
EVERYTHING

Employees must never entirely depend
on the health and safety representative but
rather first put their trust in their own
intuition and experience. A worker that
has been operating within a specific
environment or operating a machine for
many years is in tune with how it is
supposed to be operated safely and the
sounds it makes. They usually can tell
when the machine is going off or the
warning signs of impending danger that
the machine gives. A health and safety
representative may not be aware of this as
is the case with the machine operator.
The employee must therefore use their
experience to full effect and shut down a

8 reasons to trust your instinct over your

HEALTH AND SAFETY REPRESENTATIVE

Wellington Mudenha is an experienced and qualified
professional in the field of Safety, Health,

Environmental and Quality Management. He has a
wealth of experience in SHEQ legal compliance as

well as SHEQ ISO management systems
development, implementation, maintenance and

audit. Wellington is also a SHEQ trainer / facilitator
and SETA registered assessor.
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ensure that their employees know about
and how to perform an emergency
evacuation by participating in a fire drill.
Performing an evacuation drill is
especially necessary with the occupants of
a multi-tenant building. 

• The company has never performed an
emergence evacuation drill: 
In this case, evacuation problems will not
be discovered until during a fire or after a
fire, where the post-fire investigation will
establish the cause of the fire and why
people were trapped and died. The
owner, lessor and employer are required
to perform an evacuation drill at least
annually, and also revise and update any
fire emergency and drill procedures that
are found dated or ineffective, etc.

• Some buildings store fire water in tanks and
fire water pumps for the sprinkler and/or fire
hydrant systems:
Here again the owner, lessor or
employers are responsible to ensure such
systems are operational for immediate
emergency use. Often the water supply to
the water storage tank and/or the water
delivery valves to the fire pumps are
closed or isolated. The fire pumps
especially the fuel power-driven pump
motors may not be maintained, have a
near empty fuel tank, or a flat or stolen
starter motor battery. This may lead to
buildings burning down due to fire pump
failures or having no fire water to pump.
Such fire water systems should be tested
monthly, and records must be kept.
When such systems are isolated or non-
functional the building insurer must be
“material fact” informed.

CONCLUSION
This article is all about the “Fire …

Blame Game” which building owners,
lessors and employers play to avoid the
blame for the fire event. 

However, they need to remember that
their safety, health and fire prevention
and protection legal responsibilities and
accountabilities must be taken seriously.
The consequences of non-compliance
can be fatal leading to incident
prosecutions and repudiated building loss
insurance claims.
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machine once they can tell that it can no
longer be operated safely.

3. SAFETY REPS ARE NORMAL
WORKERS TOO

As normal workers within the
workforce, health and safety
representatives also have working
deadlines and work activities to
accomplish. They may or may not be
responsive to a colleagues health and
safety concerns. It is advisable for workers
to know that the safety representative is
concerned but at times may not be able to
dedicate as much time to health and
safety as they ought to as the OHS Act
clearly states that their health and safety
activities must be performed within
normal working hours with the rest of
their work. 

Workers must therefore take the
initiative and not continue with work if
they can see safety concerns, whether or
not the safety rep is there or not.

4. HAZARDS DO NOT ALWAYS COME
IN THE SAME SHAPE AND SIZES

A health and safety representative may
be so familiar with a workplace that they
look out for the same obvious hazards
during site inspections yet hazards can be
in different forms. Hazards are biological,
chemical, physical and ergonomic. A
worker may observe these hazards better
than a safety representative. Safety
representatives will become better over
time but it is sensible for a worker to
advise the safety representative in case
they may be missing something that the
employee will have spotted.

5. SOME SAFETY REPS DO NOT CARE
ABOUT SAFETY

Believe it or not but there are safety
representatives that simply do not care.
Some workers accept responsibilities such
as being appointed as a health and safety
representative without particularly
considering the implications and
responsibilities that come with this. Some
workers simply accept this position if
there is a financial incentive that comes
with it. 

Either way, it is important for workers
to know that some safety representatives
do not care at all for safety therefore they
must be able to observe this and take
action otherwise they put their safety into

the hands of an individual that is not
concerned with their wellbeing in the
workplace.

6. PERSONAL DIFFERENCES MAY
INFLUENCE SAFETY

Let us be honest, for a number of
reasons workers do not always necessarily
get along in the workplace. If an
employee and the safety representative
have personal differences this could very
well influence their professional
relationship in the workplace. Once
personal differences take preference
between 2 individuals, this may affect the
ability of a worker and the representative
to communicate on occupational hazards
in their workplace. It is therefore
advisable for workers not to wait for the
representative to point out safety concerns
if they can identify and report them
themselves. 

7. TRAINING IS NOT EVERYTHING
It is unwise to assume that because a

health and safety representative has gone
for a few professional development
courses that they are experts in identifying
all unsafe working conditions. Training

10 things to remember in the event 
of a FIRE

provided to health and safety
representatives equips them with the
skills to identify hazards, assess their
impact and communicate them to the
employer. The training is generally an
overview of how to do this without going
into the specific health and safety risks
within each organisation. Health and
safety representatives learn their trade and
get better over time. Workers must not
think that because their representative has
been trained that they are now experts.

8. HEALTH AND SAFETY
REPRESENTATIVE ARROGANCE

Health and safety representatives are
normal employees like everyone else.
However, some representatives become
arrogant once they have received a skill
that their colleagues do not possess in the
workplace. In trying to demonstrate that
they are knowledgeable about health and
safety hazards or the lack of hazards in the
workplace they may overlook certain
things. It is therefore better for staff to
insist on a second opinion in the event
that a safety representative underplays a
hazard that an employee will have
identified. It is better to be safe than sorry.

by Sam Kadiri, OSHAfrican from Nigeria

1. Immediately report a fire to the local
fire department. It is important to
know the location of the nearest
manual fire alarm pull station in your
building and know how to activate it.

2. Identify any co-workers, children or
visitors who will need help with
exiting the building, and be prepared
to provide whatever help is necessary.

3. Ensure you have an escape plan that
is prominently placed in the building.
Teach children how to escape from a
building without adult help. 

4. Make sure that a set of keys is kept
near doors so that you can get out.  

5. Know where your emergency
assembly point and evacuation areas
are located. 

6. Do not open the closed door of a
room suspected to be on fire. 

7. If you are trapped in a room by a fire,
close the door and place a towel or
blanket at the bottom of the door to
keep the smoke out. 

8. Stay low to the ground when exiting
a smoke-filled room. Smoke will rise,
and staying low will minimise the
potential for extensive smoke
inhalation. Cover your mouth with a
moist cloth.

9. Exit the building in a calm, controlled
manner. 

10. Do not re-enter the home/building
once you have escaped the fire
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Occupational Health in Construction: 
Caring for workers

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY   ACHASM

Construction is known to be
physically demanding, constantly
evolving and complex.

Musculoskeletal disorders are
commonplace resulting from the nature
of construction work, and could lead to
workers leaving the industry (Leaviss, et
al., 2007). 

MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE
Medical surveillance is the ongoing

systematic collection, analysis and
interpretation of health and exposure
data. Medical surveillance, or assessing
the physical state of workers, is performed
at various intervals in general industry,
namely: 
• Pre-placement, pre-employment or

baseline; 
• Periodic intervals; 
• Transfers to new positions or; 
• Return from absence due to significant

injury or illness, and
• Leaving the company, demobbing or

(exit medical).
Work could have an adverse effect on

health, but is known to be more
beneficial, even for those who have health
problems. The worker who is healthy is
more likely to be productive. Those
workers whose health is impaired are
likely to be less productive, possibly a
danger to themselves, other workers, and
the community (Deacon, 2004).

The purpose and aspects of medical
surveillance

Deacon (2004) cites a range of authors
that describe the overall purpose and
argument for medical surveillance.
However, the primary purpose of a

medical surveillance programme is to
establish fitness to do a particular job in a
particular environment. A formal
surveillance programme assists with the
identification of unrecognised early
disease or defects in both the occupational
and non-occupational setting. The
findings facilitate worker selection and
placement, as employing a worker for a
particular job is dependent on the
physical, mental and emotional
capabilities for optimal performance.  

An initial (baseline, pre-employment or
pre-placement) examination serves as a
baseline against which the results of all
future examinations are compared. The
pre-employment medical is designed to
identify any existing medical condition
that puts a worker at risk from anticipated
occupational exposures or job tasks.  

Periodic screening, whether for
legislated or organisational requirements
are designed to identify early signs and/or
symptoms of occupational or non-
occupational diseases. 

The exit medical closes the loop, and
records the health status of a worker at
that moment in time. The exit medical is
useful where exposure to specific
substances has occurred and there is long
lag time between exposure and
development of a disease. Exposure to
silica or asbestos is an example, where the
disease could only become symptomatic
after 30 years.    

A further purpose of a medical
surveillance programme is one of
prevention, using health promotion or
education. Such prevention serves to
assist with the management of the
workers’ health status, at various stages of
disease. Diseases need to be identified as
early as possible to prevent a change in
health status (Clark, 2003, Deacon, 2004).  

HEALTH RISK AREAS FOR
CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

Occupational diseases usually occur as a
result of exposure to physical, chemical,
biological or psycho-social factors in the
workplace. Most occupational diseases
occur exclusively among workers who are
exposed to specific hazards, such as silica.
However, these occupational diseases can

occur among the general community as a
consequence of contamination of the
environment, for example, lead or
pesticides. The World Health
Organisation (WHO) categorises work-
related diseases as ‘multifactorial’ in
origin. Multifactorial diseases where
workplace factors may be associated in
their occurrence, but there may not be a
specific risk factor in each case (Koh and
Jeyaratnam, 2001).  

Koh and Jeyaratnam (2001) pose a
number of issues regarding occupational
and non-occupational diseases. Workers
may suffer from a broad spectrum of
diseases. Diseases may be prevalent in a
specific community, and be non-
occupational, e.g. diabetes; be work-
related e.g. backache, or be occupational,
e.g. asbestosis. 

Examples of work-related diseases
include hypertension, ischaemic heart
disease, psychosomatic illness,
musculoskeletal diseases and chronic
non-specific respiratory disease/chronic
bronchitis. Work may be associated in the
causation of or be an aggravating factor in
a pre-existing condition (Koh and
Jeyaratnam, 2001). 

DATA COLLECTION FROM WORKERS
DURING MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE

A range of data is collected during the
interaction with a worker. Each aspect
relative to a workers history is used to
determine the worker’s fitness to
undertake the work to be done, or
continue with. Aspects collected include,
inter alia:
• Medical and surgical history;
• Occupational history and exposures;
• Family history;
• Social history, and
• Substance usage (Deacon, 2004).

Medical and surgical history

Questions are related to diagnosed
medical conditions and any surgical
procedures, which can affect the worker’s
current health status and work
performance. The worker’s underlying
diabetes could contribute to delayed
wound healing, which is important if the
worker is injured. The history includes

Dr Claire Deacon
Association of Construction Health and

Safety Management (ACHASM)
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previous accidents and injuries, previous
hospitalisations, surgeries, allergies, and
past and present medication.  The
questions are generally systemic in nature,
as a history of all the body systems needs
to be included (Deacon, 2004).  

Substance Usage
The use of alcohol and smoking has a

multidimensional effect on the health of
workers and a variety of the bodies
systems. A high intake of alcohol
increases the risk of developing
cardiovascular disease. Smoking is
associated with lung cancer,
cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus
and most other respiratory diseases of a
chronic nature (Deacon, 2004).  

Demographic Data Collection

Demographic data adds value to clinical
data, aspects collected include, among
other:
• Age;
• Marital status, and
• Number of children (Deacon, 2004).

Age
The working population is aging across

the world. The ability to work diminishes
with age. The number of non-
occupational diseases or chronic illnesses,
e.g. diabetes and high blood pressure
(hypertension) increase as risk factors
with older workers. Workers with family
histories of chronic disease, and
themselves have a poor lifestyle, are at
greater risk of developing diabetes and
hypertension. Furthermore, workers who
are aged between 40 and 55 are likely to
have naturally occurring diminishing
abilities, e.g. reduced visual acuity and
hearing. Hardening of the blood vessels,
high cholesterol and various other
diseases that affect the heart are known to
increase as a risk factor with age, and
indeed are a cause of high mortality rates
in this age group (Deacon, 2004).   

As construction is known to be
physically demanding, musculoskeletal
disorders are commonplace, and could
lead to workers leaving the industry as
they can no longer do the work. The
healthy worker effect is the term used for
the aforementioned (Leaviss, et al., 2007,
Deacon, 2004).

PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT
The physical assessment of a worker is

extremely important when assessing
health status, especially at the pre-
employment phase, as it establishes the
baseline for health status against which all
future health will be evaluated. The
assessment is a thorough and meticulous

examination and all findings need to be
clearly and legibly recorded. The
examination must include a range of data,
including height and weight, pulse, blood
pressure readings, vision and urine testing
(Deacon, 2004).  

Figure 1. Age categorization of workers that drink alcohol and smoke cigarettes

Figure 2. Categorisation of visual and auditory acuity

Figure 3. Glycosurea: reported and actual

Figure 4. Physical abnormalities identified during medical surveillance

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY   ACHASM
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RESEARCH
A total of 142 workers were assessed in

Cape Town in the Western Cape.
Analysis of the data was originally
captured in Excel, and The Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) used
to analyse the data sets. Each worker was
required to sign a consent form to
participate. Workers were given the
option not to participate.  

Workers were between the ages of 35
and 65. The findings were cross tabulated
using age categorisation against a number
of variables.

Medical History
Use of substances

A total of 42% of workers indicated that
they smoked in the original group, and
37% indicated they use alcohol. Figure 1
indicates the total findings of the group,
who indicated they used alcohol and or
smoked. The findings do not indicate that
they necessarily do both. It is interesting
however that there is a similarity in
numbers, however, on average, more
workers use alcohol than smoke across all
age groups.  

Visual and auditory acuity
Visual and hearing acuity are essential

in construction, and as indicated, is a
problem across every category of worker.
A total of 30% of the initial data set
indicated diminished visual acuity, and
13% with their hearing and ears.   

Semi-skilled and skilled workers are
likely to be among those requiring
optimum functioning, and all age groups
indicated problems in the area, with the
majority between the ages of 30 and 50.

Injuries on duty
A total of 40% of the initial respondents

reported that they had been injured at
work. The 31-35 year old age category
recorded the most injuries. No analysis
was undertaken to determine the type of
injuries that occurred.

Sugar in urine
Glycosuria (sugar in the urine) is

commonly the result of raised blood
sugar in the diabetic worker, or if the
blood glucose levels are normal, could
indicate renal disease. There was the
possibility of 2 new diabetics having been
identified in the sample frame. 

Each age category except the 61-65 year
age group stated they were aware that
there had been previous episodes of
glycosuria. Each group had positive
urines, with a combination of protein and
blood in 2 of the younger group. The
highest numbers identified with
glycosuria are within the high risk group
between 30 and 50 years of age.  

Physical findings
A range of aspects have been noted for

reporting on from the physical
assessment, apart from the urinalysis
reported on with the reporting of
glycosuria. Figure 4 indicates the range of
data identified during the physical
examination.

The number of abnormalities to
workers’ hands is significant, while more
prevalent between the ages of 16 and 35.
Abnormalities of the heart and lungs are
prevalent through all ages.
Musculoskeletal (MSK) problems appear
to be more prevalent between 21 and 40

years of age, with hernias occurring
through most age groups.  

Fitness for duty
Only 1 worker was found unfit for

duty. However it is of concern that 17%
of workers are working with diminished
functionality. Figure 5 indicates the
categories used to determine fitness for
duty.

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the findings discussed in this
paper are limited, and merely a snapshot,
it can be concluded that the recording of
information for the benefit of the worker
cannot be negated. The number of
workers identified with glycosuria, who
are likely to be diabetic is of major
concern. Such workers need ongoing
chronic care and active follow-up by the
professional team.

Medical surveillance therefore cannot
be ignored, nor can it be legally required
for a limited number of workers.  

A centralised data record system or data
base is recommended as it is virtually
impossible to follow up on workers who
have had abnormalities identified, or that
need further assessments.  
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News from SAIOH

OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE  - SAIOH

Message from the SAIOH President
It is hard to believe that we are already

well into the second half of 2018. SAIOH
Council members continue to work
diligently to achieve the goals set at the
strategic planning session in February this
year.

COMPLAINTS AND ETHICS
PROCEDURES

Cas Badenhorst, the current Chair of
the rebranded SAIOH Complaints and
Ethics Committee (CEC), and his
subcommittee have worked hard,
benchmarking and rewriting the SAIOH
complaints and ethics procedures and
associated documentation. As our
membership grows, the possibility of
complaints and the need for
investigations will increase. Hence, it is
important that SAIOH has a workable,
effective, fair and transparent system to
enable this to occur timeously and within
legal frameworks. The new procedures
are currently undergoing legal evaluation;
we expect a better understanding of the
application in this regard shortly.

As part of this project, and taking into
consideration other aspects affecting our
ability to investigate certain types of
complaints (especially the SANS 17020
Accreditation System and the
Department of Labour’s (DoL)
recognition of Approved Inspection
Authorities (AIA)), the CEC met with
representatives of the Association for
Occupational Hygiene AIAs (OHAIA)
and the DoL to better understand
loopholes and obstacles, allowing a single
body to perform all types of
investigations. The outcome is the
potential for joint investigations and
sharing of ownership in some instances.
We hope that we are not required to trial
the new system too soon.

SAIOH BRANCHES AND DISCUSSION
GROUPS

One of our strategic goals for 2018 is
the continued support and expansion of
local branches and discussion groups. It is

important that SAIOH is able to deliver
to all members, and the best way to do
this is by holding local meetings where
information and expertise can be shared
more easily. This has certainly been an
exciting time and we are proud to report
that there have been 11 branch and
discussion group meetings held
throughout South Africa since May 2018.
A further 12 are planned for the next few
months. 

Not only have the meetings been held
but, in most cases, we have ensured that
Council or Professional Certification
Committee (PCC) members have
attended and delivered presentations
about SAIOH and the PCC, as well as
been able to answer questions posed by
members. If you are keen to find out
more about the branches in your region,
please contact Tracy Mphaphuli, the
administrator at the SAIOH Office, for
more information.

I was fortunate to be involved in a half-
day workshop held by the SAIOH
KwaZulu-Natal branch in June 2018.
Sean Chester, the PCC Chair, and I
spoke about preparing for SAIOH
Assessments. The session was very
interactive and well-supported and the
feedback was extremely positive. We will
continue to grow our branches and
support the meetings where required.

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT (CPD) AUDIT

We are pleased to announce that our
2018 CPD audit is nearing completion
and at last we have a good procedure for
this important annual process, as required
by both the South African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA) and international
auditors. To those members who
provided the required information, we
would like to express our gratitude for
your responses and understanding as we
worked through the process. We hope to
have the final results of the audit shortly
and to be able to report on the outcome at
the Annual General Meeting in October.

SAIOH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2018 –
CHAMPAGNE SPORTS RESORT,
CENTRAL DRAKENSBERG

Planning and finalisation of the
programme, and the logistics for our

annual conference (23 to 26 October
2018), are progressing well. The
programme was finalised in mid-August
and presenters were advised of their
successful submissions. The programme
is very exciting with many excellent
presentations scheduled over the four
days. This will be an educational and
informative conference and attendees will
gain much knowledge and learn new
concepts. We take this opportunity to
remind all our members to register for
the conference and to book their
accommodation early, as it is anticipated
that the block booking afforded to
SAIOH at the Champagne Sports Resort
will fill up very fast. Please access the
SAIOH website for information:
https://www.saioh.co.za/page/SAIOHCo
nference18

We are thrilled to confirm that the
entertainment at our Gala Dinner will be
provided by the world-renowned
Drakensberg Boys Choir, fresh from
their victory at the World Choir Games.
This is an ‘once in a lifetime’ opportunity,
not to be missed.

WRAPPING UP
On a final note, and thinking about our

branch meetings, workshops and the
conference, I was reminded of a famous
statement made by the late John F
Kennedy, the 35th President of the
United States:  ‘Ask not what your
country can do for you, ask what you can
do for your country’. 

It would be wonderful if we could all
follow this adage and think how we can
individually make SAIOH better.

If each of us, whilst listening to expert
presenters,  writes down a question and
model answer based on the topic of
interest and submits it to the SAIOH
PCC for consideration for the assessment
database, we will substantially improve
and increase the number of questions
available for selection in our written
papers. This will ensure continued
inclusion of new and up-to-date subjects
and material. The added bonus is that you
will earn precious CPD points as well.

Keep healthy and well and I look
forward to seeing many of you at the
conference at the end of October.

Report by Julie Hills
SAIOH President 2018
e-mail: saiohpresident@saioh.co.za
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• If applicable, the case number
• Reason why requesting a new CoC

book
2. Obtain a quotation for a new CoC book
from SAGA.

On payment, provide Proof of
Payment for SAGA to issue the new CoC
book.

Failing to adhere to the above will be
regarded as gross negligence on the part
of the gas practitioner to whom the book
was personally and directly issued and can
lead to a disciplinary action. 

gas practitioners need to ensure that all
CoCs are completed in full, and on
completion of work done, the CoC
should be forwarded to SAGA for record
keeping. 

SAGA maintains a database of
completed CoCs of all gas practitioners
for referencing and record purposes.

Completed CoCs can be forwarded to
the following persons elrien@sagas.co.za
or lerato@sagas.co.za

Be vigilant and keep your CoC book
safe to ensure it doesn’t end up in the
wrong hands. 

It is better to be safe than sorry! 

•

The Pressure Equipment Regulations
(PER) clearly state that an authorised
person shall issue a Certificate of

Conformity (CoC) after completion of a
gas installation, repair, modification,
alteration or change of user or ownership.

The Southern African Gas Association
(SAGA) under its mandate, has its own
designated CoC, specific for the methane
based gas applications to be used by gas
practitioners. 

A gas practitioner needs to take
cognisance of his/her own responsibility
and ownership of the CoC book issued in
their name as required by the PER. 

The gas practitioner is advised to keep
their CoC book safe, under lock and key
at all times. 

If the CoC book or individual CoCs
are misplaced, lost or stolen the matter
must be reported to SAGA immediately. 

Should the practitioner request a new
CoC book, the following steps must be
followed;

1. Submit an original Affidavit, which
records the following: 
• Name and Surname of the gas

practitioner
• SAQCC Gas registration number
• CoC book start and end numbers
• If CoCs have been issued, state number

and or range of CoCs issued

The safe keeping of CoCs

Natural gas caters for approximately
one-fifth of the world’s total energy
requirements. Food and beverage,

pulp and paper, metals, chemicals,
petroleum refining, glass, plastics and
power generation industries account for
nearly 40% of total consumption. 

The recent discoveries of natural gas in
southern Africa, which includes trillions
of cubic metres discovered in the
Rovuma Basin off the Mozambique
coast, have marked one of the most active
periods for numerous energy reliant
industries. 

This newly available gas is expected to
spark an increase in natural gas usage,
marking a new dawn for the southern
African energy landscape. 

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR MANY 
The increase in the availability of

natural gas presents an opportunity for
many industries to significantly increase
profitability while reducing energy costs.
In its effectiveness, natural gas provides a
consistently high energy heat of +/- 39.22
MJ (10.89 kWh) per m3, this is an
economically friendlier option than most
fossil based fuels. 

Natural gas burns cleaner than most
fossil fuels reducing stench; it improves
equipment and plant performance and
reduces maintenance by minimising the
build-up of carbon residues within
components, which reduces down time.

It is on par with government’s green
initiatives.

Johannesburg, South Africa, is one of
the first areas to benefit from the newly
accessible natural gas network. This is
being made possible through the
development of a rapidly expanding gas
distribution network by Virtual Gas
Network a division of CNG Holdings. 

This is a road distribution method on a
commercial-scale supplying natural gas in
South Africa. 

The network is available to businesses
anywhere within a 300-km radius of
Johannesburg and will soon be launched
in KZN.

Natural gas is also an environmentally
friendlier energy alternative, it emits
lower levels of harmful emissions such as
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
nitrous oxides. It produces fewer

greenhouse gases when compared to
other fossil fuels. Due to that reason, the
Virtual Gas Network (VGN) was enlisted
to convert the coal-burning boiler
systems of 10 state-owned hospitals to
cleaner natural gas. 

This move is part of the government’s
Green Initiative which encourages
healthier energy alternatives. 

Recognising the importance of
reducing carbon emissions and foreseeing
the benefits that a low carbon economy
can bring, the South African government
has committed to greenhouse gas
emissions reductions of 34% by 2020 and
42% by 2025 through the introduction of
the Carbon Tax Bill. 

Natural gas will play a critical role in

NATURAL GAS - The increasing availability of gas in Souhe uprising
assisting companies to adequately revise
their energy models in light of this Bill.
Natural gas, which emits up to 27% less
CO2 and other GHG’s than other fossil
fuels, will play a critical role in allowing
companies to maintain their production
targets under a cleaner, healthier and
effective energy dispensation. 

VGN has already converted canneries,
hospitals, manufacturing and assembly
plants across a range of industries, as well
as taxis, petrol and diesel fleets and
warehouse forklifts in various storage and
logistical applications to natural gas.

GAS SAFETY
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The South African Qualification and
Certification Committee for Gas
(SAQCC Gas) is mandated by the

Department of Labour to ensure all gas
practitioners are trained, certified and
registered under the Pressure Equipment
Regulations (PER). These legally binding
regulations require anyone handling and
working with gas to be an authorised
person. 

The South African Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning Contractors Association
(SARACCA) is an accredited member
association of SAQCC Gas with the
responsibility to review and process
applications from persons in the
refrigeration and air conditioning
industry. 

To be approved as a Refrigeration Gas
Practitioner, the following should be
taken into account; 
• The person wishing to register must
first complete the safe handling of
refrigerants course at a recognised training
provider.
• The practitioner wishing to be
registered must be working in the
refrigeration and air conditioning
industry as an installer or as a trade tested
Artisan.
• The practitioner must be then assessed
as competent in the subjects of;

• The objectives of the OHS act,
Pressure Equipment Regulations and
SANS 10147,

• Understand the implication of

•

Various fuel gases can be used for
numerous purposes. When
consumed correctly, these gases are

safe and effective. The increasing
availability in fuel gases makes them an
attractive and progressively popular
energy alternative. 

PRESSURE EQUIPMENT REGULATIONS 
A large percentage of fuel gas incidents

are as a result of human error. This makes
adhering to regulations very important. In
this regard, the Pressure Equipment
Regulations (PER) were introduced. 

These regulations set out the
requirements regarding the design,
manufacture, operation, repair,
modification, maintenance, inspection
and testing of pressure equipment. 

In terms of the Occupational Health
and Safety Act, 1993, the PER also
requires persons handling the installation
of fuel gas systems to undergo specific
training and to be registered with
SAQCC Gas.

It is vital to only contract registered gas
practitioners for all installations that use
gas. 

These practitioners are required by law
to follow all relevant gas regulations and
standards when installing, repairing or
modifying gas systems. 

After each installation or modification,
the gas practitioner must complete a
Certificate of Conformity (COC) to
declare the safety and compliance of the
installation. The end-user should always
request the COC upon completion. If the
gas practitioners does not provide a COC,
he must be reported. 

LODGING A COMPLAINT 
If an end-user is not content with work

completed by a gas practitioner or when
the safety of the installation is thought to
be unsatisfactory, the installer should be
reported. The end-user can contact
SAQCC Gas to report the suspected
non-compliance or incident or,
alternatively, complete and submit the
Incident/Complaint form. Likewise, if
any gas practitioner knows of work
undertaken by another gas practitioners
that is outside his/her scope, it should be
brought to the attention of SAQCC Gas.
When a complaint has been formally

lodged, appropriate measures will be
taken. 

THE DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
The disciplinary procedure is essential

for the efficient and effective
implementation of SAQCC Gas’
mandate. 

Matters of transgression are not always
pleasant to deal with but necessary,
considering the effect of the transgression
of the Code on damage to property,
equipment and especially when it poses a
danger to people’s wellbeing.

GAS SAFETY

The SAQCC Gas has a formal
agreement with an independent
industrial relations company, to appoint a
presiding officer over such disciplinary
hearings. This approach ensures that
hearings are fair, unbiased and
transparent in nature. 

Outcomes may vary, from issuing
warnings to the possible de-registration
of the offending practitioner. 

To uphold safety, all questionable

Ozone Depletion and Global Warming,
• The operation of refrigeration

systems,
• Understand the identification of

refrigerants, the safe handling of cylinders
and storage,

• Be aware of the phase-out of CFC
and HCFC refrigerants,

• The pressure testing of a system,
• The transfer and charging of a

refrigeration system,
• The safe recovery of a refrigerant

from a system,
• Application for registration can now be
done using the prescribed form and sent
to SARACCA for verification.

When an application, along with proof
of registration payment has been received,
the verification process takes place and a
category is then allocated to the type of
work done and skills profile. 

Once a practitioner has been registered,
they are expected to uphold and adhere to
the PER. A disciplinary procedure has
been put in place by the SAQCC Gas
Code of Conduct and is applicable to
where an authorised person practicing
within his scope of work shows poor or
bad performance and workmanship.
Dissatisfactory work will be viewed in a
serious light and in severe cases of
misconduct legal prosecution could
follow.

REPORTING a gas practitioner

Refrigeration and air conditioning –
Steps to REGISTRATION
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MILK - A PREVENTATIVE MEASURE
IN LUNG DISEASES?

•

OSHAfrica members continue to promote safety and health in their various countries
and help empower the African continent to achieve our ultimate goal – zero accidents,
zero incidents and zero fatalities.

Preparations for the OSHAfrica2019 conference and exhibition are now well under
way. For further information, on registering as a delegate, exhibitor or sponsor, send
an email to: www.oshafrica2019.com

Collaboration

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Namibia
There is no benefit in using milk as a

control measure in dust environments or
environments with fumes, such as
welding fumes. The reason for this is easy
to understand: dust or fumes attack the
lungs and taking milk will not stop
dust/fumes getting into the lungs
therefore causing disease.

Although milk will not stop someone
getting pulmonary TB or silicosis, or lung
cancer as a result the exposure to the dust,
there are however other reasons why milk
may be given, firstly because it is a
nutritional supplement. Secondly, it helps
soothe the eosuphagus or respiratory tract
after exposure, other companies give
oranges in addition to milk. This is the
reason why big mines in Zambia have
always given coffee to the workers during
working shifts.

Therefore I feel that:
1. There is need to educate workers on

this issue, so that they understand that
milk will not stop them contracting
disease after exposure.

2. There must be strict implementation
of risk control strategies including
hierarchy of controls. Either remove the
workers from the dust or the dust from
the workers.

Giving milk to workers, may simply be
an easy way out for management - where
it helps management to have some peace
from complaining workers and gives
workers a false sense of security in an
unsafe work environment.

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Nigeria
Milk as control or mitigation of

exposure to cement dust is a false myth.
These false beliefs and practices can be
very deep seated. In addition to the
suggestions you already received, I want
to add:

1. Can they show a proof that milk
works? Because it's too mythical to find
any scientific studies on this.

2. If you can you find any piece of
legislation, international standards, cement
industry standards/procedures that are
binding or signed on by your company, I
suggest you quote it back to them.

Question submitted by OSHAfrican from Nigeria
I need your input and strategy to

sensitise the management of my
organisation on the issue of giving milk to
workers who work around concrete
batching plants. This has been going on
for years and I have heard some workers
saying nobody can stop it. Please
enlighten me if there is any truth to this,
or should research work be done on
whether use of milk can help prevent the
risk on exposure to cement dust in the
workplace.

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Tanzania
Take note that drinking milk will not

prevent employees from exposure to
cement dust. There are other control
options you can take to ensure you
minimise cement dust exposure below
Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL). 

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Nigeria
There are two problems here: 1.

Getting management who now enjoy
giving milk to stop.2. Getting employees
to understand that it is  not helping and
therefore stop requesting this. To help
with the first issue, you have to engage
management and demonstrate the health
impacts of cement dust from the lungs to
the skin and the safest controls to prevent
it. Then please explain to them that taking
milk is not a medically proven preventive
approach. Under law, the company is still
liable should any staff come up with lung

or other health issues. Workers should
also be educated about this through
posters, flyers, etc. You need to campaign
for giving milk as a preventative measure
to stop! In your shoes, this is what I will
do - but let’s from others on this
platform.

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Zambia
In a criminal process the prosecution

must prove beyond reasonable doubt that
the employer was negligent in their duty
to protect the worker from getting sick as
a result of the exposure. 

The burden of proof lies with them.
But in a civil process it must be was for
the harmed worker to win there no
burden of proof required. 

A balance of probability is sufficient. In
my country it is not common. I have
hardly seen a sick or injured worker drag
their employer to court for illness or
injuries they acquired from their jobs.
Maybe it could be due to the level of
litigation awareness in our society

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Nigeria
Without going into details regarding

legal liability or culpability for workers
getting sick, I simply want to make the
point that employers must provide
sufficient control measures to prevent
exposure to the workers and workers
should comply with safety and health
measures put in place for their protection
- and that's the law.

This submission is a perfect example of discussion, sharing of information and collaboration between
OSHAfrica members that took place over the OSHAfrica WhatsApp group.
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3. If you can also find other cement
plants in your company's global network
that are doing the right things on control,
show them why yours should be doing
the same as a benchmark. 

4. Attitudes matter. You should
communicate facts yes, but it is also very
important to show that you CARE.

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Zambia
I suggest you find an experienced

occupational hygienist to assist you
evaluate and control the exposure. 

If we are to agree that milk is a valuable
nutritional element, then we to take note
that nutrition is one of the determinants
of health. It is therefore worthwhile that
milk should continue to be given - not as
a dust protector but as a nutritional
measure. And if the workers enjoy good
nutrition from milk then they may live
healthier in the face of dust management
strategies. Is there a study report that
refutes the use of milk as a means to
improve workers’ health? If a study is to
be done, what placebo similar to milk can
you give the control group?

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Zimbabwe
When l enjoyed my current

employment l stopped the issuing of milk
to the employees because l didn't want to
give workers the false impression that
milk helps in cement dust management.
During our training l showed them a
simple diagram of a human being. If you
inhale dust it goes straight to the lungs
and if you drink milk it goes straight to
the stomach. Researchers can advise me if
l am wrong. These days engineering
solutions like installation of dust
collectors such as airbag systems is
obviously the way to go. Not only will it
assist with minimising dust levels, but in
terms of efficiency your electricity bill can
be reduced by upto 50 percent. 

Submitted by OSHAfrican from Zimbabwe
Its seems like management enjoys

giving out the milk whilst employees
enjoy receiving it. Therefore both camps
should be accommodated - it should be
made clear that milk is given as a
nutritional supplement, and proper
controls for dust control measures must
be implemented. Deliberately stopping
the milk in some instances may cause
serious upheavals. From my experience
that’s how I helped both management
and workers. During training, the simple
human diagram can show the parts of the

really correlate. I think one great thing I
have learnt from the great minds in the
group is not to approve this practice
especially from us as OSH practitioners,
because doing we are giving the poor
workers false security that the milk is
going to protect them from the cement
dust when in fact, it won’t. I feel that it’s
unethical to please them like that.

body where milk can help, and also the
parts of the body affected by dust.

Conclusion submitted by OSHAfrican from Zambia
In  conclusions, this has been a great

discourse. Thanks for the information
shared in the line of cement exposure and
milk antidote culture and workplace
beliefs. 

Most of us had wondered how they

by Ehi Iden. OSHAfrica trustee from Nigeria
Kadiri  and I left Lagos for Ilorin 7.00am today for a meeting with the DG of Michael

Imoudu National Institute for Labour Studies. I never knew the existence of this
Institute until Kadiri  brought it to my notice, and since then we have been discussing
with the Director  General about the possibility of integrating a Centre for OSH
Management Studies as a part of the school's offerings. We were greeted with the good
news on arrival that they have got approval for the establishment of an OSH Training
Department  by the Head of Service to the Government  of Nigeria. Just the day
earlier, a head of the department had been appointed to ensure the smooth take off of
this programme.

The Institute  was set up in 1986 and has been accredited  by the National Board on
Technical Education (NBTE). A two year Diploma on Occupational  Safety and
Health Management will soon come on stream alongside a short term certificate
programme for leadership on Occupational Safety and Health Management. We are
happy over this development  and hope to offer this new department technical support
in curriculum  development. They have started working on a curriculum which was
shown to us, it is quite impressive and we will help build on it. 

We also shared the story and vision  of OSHAfrica with the DG and his team. They
indicated interest to be members of OSHAfrica and to be a part of our initiative.

They took us on a tour of the facility. We saw a well structured facility that has been
grossly under-utilised. We hope that going forward, this centre will be able to serve as a
hub for training of OSH students within this sub region. 

They have a huge amphitheatre capable of sitting over 1,000 conference delegates. It
was extremely impressive but underutilised. They have over 120 single rooms to
accommodate trainees and delegates.

It was an exhausting day but worth every inch of it.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR LABOUR STUDIES
INTRODUCES OSH TRAINING
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT   SAPEMA

PBM Creations is a 100% black youth
woman owned private company which
specialises in a full range of premium
PPE. This includes head, respiratory,
hearing, hands and body protection. 

We are a reliable and dependable
“partner of choice”, because we entrench
safety as a way life in business by
providing expert services in analysing,
sourcing, customising and distribution of
PPE that add-value and are compliant to
our client’s safety standards, requirements
and needs.

Sheq Safety was born in 2004. We
specialise in the manufacturing and
supply of personal protective clothing,
equipment and corporate wear.

The Company is 100% female owned,
55% black female owned and 45% white
female owned. Lindiwe Charlotte
Kubheka, is our Production Director, and
Elma Du Toit our Marketing Director. 

Our head office is based in Mogale
City, Gauteng, from where we service
our footprint on Vendor Management

As part of our growth
plans and sustainability
strategy we are constantly
looking at ways to offer
convenience to our
clients by creating a
“one-stop-show”
approach.

Because of the high
quality we provide the
industry, we have
attracted big corporates
which need more than

just PPE. 
We have carefully selected partners and

suppliers which are experts and we are
growing that aspect of the business very
fast.

Over and above PPE, we also supply a
premium range of: specialised
equipment, corporate clothing, corporate
gifting, as well as display and promotional
materials. 

Some of our key clients include: PPC
Cement factories, Shell, Nampak and
Marley Building Systems.

On Site stores, and direct Supply
contracts throughout South Africa.

Sheq Safety is the brand holder of the
Sahara Workwear brand. The home of
Sahara Workwear offers employment to
800 people and is an SABS 434 accredited
manufacturing concern. 

Our garments are created to suit our
customers’ needs and our range includes
workwear, freezer wear, jeans, thermal
wear, custom made work shirts … to
name a few.

Sheq Safety is represented on
SAPEMA as well as a number of SABS
committees in the protective equipment
industry.

Our business philosophy is to provide
to the customer with quality products at a
fair price - this has been responsible for
the rapid growth of Sheq Safety.

Sheq Safety specialises in Vendor On
Site Store Management but has a very
balanced marketing strategy, offering our
specialised service to all industries

• Agricultural
• Mining & Smelters
• Construction
• Food Production
• Fishing Industry
• Hospitality
• Engineering.

PBM Creations

Sheq Safety
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In 1993 Rob Ellis, founder of Tiffy
Safety, initiated The Science Behind Safety
feature in the National Safety magazine.
In light of that heritage which he created
and reflection in the build up to Heritage
Day last month, I thought it was
necessary (35 years on and 6 years after
his sudden passing) to resurrect The
Science Behind Safety. 

Q“What do the letters ABEK on the
side of a respiratory cartridge stand

for?”

AThe letters on the side of a
respiratory cartridge tell you at a

glance what type of gases and vapours that
cartridge will filter. EN 14387:2004 and
SANS 54387:2007 dictate the
requirements, testing and marking of a
range of gas and vapour filters including
the common combination cartridge that
you asked about – ABEK.  

A is for use with certain organic gases
and vapours with a boiling point higher
than 65°C.
B is for use with certain inorganic gases
and vapours (excluding Carbon
Monoxide). 
E is for use with sulphur dioxide and
other acidic gases and vapours.
K is for use with ammonia and organic
ammonia derivatives as specified by the
manufacturer.

In answer to your question, if ABEK is
on the cartridge, it is a combination
cartridge which filters organic, inorganic,
acid gas and ammonia gases and vapours. 

Please be aware that some Organic
gases have a boiling point lower than
65°C and must be filtered with a special
AX cartridge. 
Answer courtesy of Tiffy Safety

•

3M research into confined spaces
injuries and fatalities revealed that
between 2005 and 2009, globally, 481
people, or 1.85 per week died while
working within confined spaces. 

With confined spaces being a feature of
most work sites across all industrial
sectors, the challenges that come with
ensuring safety of employees in the sector
show the need to provide insights and
training into the best processes for
arriving at the right solution for diverse
work environments. 

Addressing a workshop on confined
space rescue at 3M’s Johannesburg
offices, emergency medical specialist Rudi
Menkveld said that, “With over 61
percent of these incidents having
occurred during construction, repairing
and/or cleaning activities, we have turned
our attention to accident prevention, and
in the worst-case scenario, rescuing
workers safely, by using the right
equipment for the environment.”

Danger can arise when there is a lack of
oxygen or if workers are suddenly faced
with poisonous gases, fumes or vapours.
Breathing apparatus is essential if the air is
compromised. 

While the global tally does not include
serious injuries, it showcases
opportunities to improve these workplace
environments.

“The key to preventing accidents and,
in the worst case, rescuing workers, is the
right equipment”, noted Anderson
Cilliers, Market Segment Lead – Fall
Protection, 3M. He argues that there is
no one-size-fits-all approach. 

“Confined spaces often have
constrained openings for entry and exit.
Therefore, a thorough investigation of
each space’s unique characteristics must
be undertaken to ensure that one fully
understands not only how to access and

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT   SAPEMA

work within the space, but its
surrounding environment,” he explains.
“Once that is completed, one can then
look at the right combination of
equipment for that particular job. 

“Safety has to be paramount in all work
environments, but particularly in
confined spaces which are inherently
risky and not designed with human
occupancy in mind. 

The process of choosing the right
equipment should be integrated into a
company’s risk management processes”. 

Aside from providing a range of the
requisite equipment, 3M consults with
clients to help them guarantee their
employees’ safety when working in
confined spaces. 

3M looks at the applicable local and
international health and safety standards
and regulations, as well as the specific
company policy, and then develops a
strategy that takes these all into account,
ensuring compliance with legislation and
policies. The strategy would dictate the
best equipment to use both for working
and rescue. 

Another key element covered at the
workshop was the need for optimal
communication. 

3M’s Marc Husselman covered the
principles of choosing the right
communications equipment to suit the
conditions within specific confined
spaces. 

“3M believes that in order to make sure
you have the right equipment for your
site’s confined spaces, it is vital to adopt a
holistic approach. Such an approach
encompasses the actual conditions of each
site, complies with all applicable
legislation and policies, and pre-
eminently, promotes the safety of your
personnel at all times,” Mr Cilliers
concluded.

Confined space INJURIES & FATALITIES

Source: SAPEMA Technical Handbook of
Personal Protective Equipment - Respiratory
Protection

In the next edition of The Science
Behind Safety we’ll be answering your
questions and will include one of the

The SCIENCE behind SAFETY
SAPEMA experts provide the answers to those important questions

most commonly asked questions related
to Respiratory Protection … “How long
does a respiratory cartridge last?”

If you have any safety questions that
you need an answer to, please email these
to admin@sapema.org
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